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A high-energy electron in condensed matter deposits energy by creation of electron-hole pairs
whose density generally increases as the electron slows, reaching the order of 1020 eh/cm3 near the
end of its track. The subsequent interactions of the electrons and holes include nonlinear rate terms
and transport as first hot and then thermalized carriers in the nanometer-scale radial dimension of
the track. Charge separation and strong radial electric fields occur in a material such as CsI with
contrasting diffusion rates of self-trapped holes and hot electrons. Eventual radiative recombination
has a nonlinear relation to the primary electron energy because of these interactions. This so-
called intrinsic nonproportionality of electron response limits achievable energy resolution of a given
scintillation radiation detector material. We use a system of coupled transport and rate equations
to describe a pure host (3 equations) and one dopant (4 more equations per dopant). Applying it
first to the experimentally well-characterized system of CsI and CsI:Tl in this work, we use results
of picosecond absorption spectroscopy, interband z-scan measurements of nonlinear rate constants,
and other experiments and calculations to determine most of the more than 20 rate and transport
coefficients required for modeling. The model is solved in a track environment approximated as
cylindrical and is compared to the proportionality curve and total light yield of undoped CsI at
temperatures of 295 K and 100 K, as well as thallium dopant in CsI:Tl at 295 K. With this degree of
validation, the space- and time-distributions of carriers and excitons, both untrapped and trapped,
are examined within the model to gain an understanding of the main competitions controlling the
nonproportionality of response.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gamma rays deposit energy in radiation detectors
along ionized tracks left by energetic electrons or
positrons from photoelectric, Compton scattering, and
pair-production interactions. If there exists a known re-
lation between detector output and energy of the primary
particle, the detector is spectroscopic. In scintillation de-
tectors, the response is the number of detected photons
resulting from stopping of the primary particle. If the
scintillator’s intrinsic response is not proportional to the
particle energy, this so-called intrinsic nonproportional-
ity combined with random fluctuations in electron ener-
gies produced by scattering of gamma rays contributes
to degradation of energy resolution in gamma detectors.
As electrons slow down, their energy deposited per unit
length, dE/dx, rises toward a maximum near 50 eV. This
variable energy deposition along the length of the main
track and any branches has long been considered to be a
factor in the observed nonproportionality between light
yield and radiation energy in scintillators. In the last
ten years particularly, effort to understand and control
nonproportionality has increased with the objective of
improving gamma energy resolution for a variety of prac-
tical applications.1–4

The experimental tools brought to bear have become
more sophisticated. The accurate measurement of light-
yield produced by internally generated electrons over a

wide range of energies by Compton-coincidence5,6 and
K-dip7 methods is one example. The use of pulsed
lasers to measure transient behavior in the picosecond
regime8 and to induce specific ionization densities allow-
ing measurement of nonlinear processes at carrier densi-
ties found in the gamma ray induced electron tracks9 is
another. There has been commensurate progress in the
theoretical understanding of energy deposition and sub-
sequent transport and recombination along the ionized
tracks10–18.

Since about 2010 we have been developing and test-
ing a scintillation response model of progressive compre-
hensiveness that computes emission intensity over time
and space in electron tracks by solving coupled rate and
transport equations describing both the movement and
the linear and nonlinear interactions of the charge carri-
ers deposited along the ionized track19–21 . The tracks are
initially very narrow before hot and thermalized carrier
diffusion takes effect, with a radius estimated as about
3 nm in NaI from hole thermalization range13, experi-
ments on nonlinear quenching rate9, and Monte Carlo
simulations22. A similar size of the initial radius is indi-
cated in other scintillators23. Even after hot and ther-
malized carrier diffusion, the radius is much less than
the track length of several µm for 20 keV up to nearly a
millimeter for 662 keV, which suggests that a good rep-
resentation can be obtained by modeling diffusion in one
dimension, the radius. The track is numerically chopped
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into cells small enough to approximate their ionization
density as constant and these form the individual parts
of a finite element model. The initial ionization den-
sity values vary from cell to cell along the length of the
track with the variation in dE/dx and we calculate the
light yield for each local value of dE/dx. This intermedi-
ate quantity that we call local light yield as a function of
dE/dx cannot itself be directly measured by experiments.
The local light yields must be multiplied by the number
of times the associated ionization density occurs in re-
peated simulations (e.g. using Geant424,25) for the given
initial electron energy, and then the yields are summed to
report the total light yield. When this calculation is car-
ried out over a range of energies the results give the pre-
dicted electron energy response or proportionality curve
as a function of initial electron energy, for comparison
to Compton-coincidence and K-dip experiments. We are
not restricting the electron tracks modeled to be single
linear tracks. Delta rays and high energy Auger spurs
are represented within the Geant4 simulations which de-
termine the weighting of each part of our modeled local
light yield function (light yield versus excitation density)
in the final tally of electron response. The computa-
tion of local light yield takes account of initially hot elec-
trons and their thermalization; hole self-trapping if it oc-
curs in the material; electron, hole, and exciton diffusion;
electrostatic attraction of electrons and holes if there is
charge separation; 2nd and 3rd order non-linear quench-
ing when ionization density is high enough; and carrier
trapping with and without luminescence. The equations
embodying the local light yield model are presented in
Section II.
In this paper, the model’s ability to compute nonpro-

portionality is tested in three steps. First the propor-
tionality curve is calculated and fit to the response for
undoped CsI at room temperature. Next, the host pa-
rameters considered to have the most important tem-
perature dependence are adjusted only for temperature
according to experiment and/or theoretical temperature-
dependence trends, and comparison is made to gamma
yield proportionality data for undoped CsI near 100 K
published by Moszynski et al.26. Finally, Tl is added
at room temperature using the additional equations and
dopant parameters needed for modeling, but the host pa-
rameter values are kept at those determined from litera-
ture and fitting of the undoped CsI.

II. THE MODEL AND ITS NUMERICAL
SOLUTION IN ELECTRON TRACKS

A. Ionization density, local light yield and
distribution of dE/dx

The rate equations we are solving are expressed in
terms of excitation density n. A radial dimension is

needed together with length x along the track in order
to convert a given dE/dx to an initial excitation density
profile. We assume a Gaussian cylindrical distribution
of excitations, and the Gaussian radius is used to con-
vert dE/dx (eV/cm) to volume-normalized local initial
excitation density n(r, t = 0) (excitations/cm3). Calcu-
lation of local light yield in terms of volume-normalized
excitation density n rather than linear energy deposi-
tion dE/dx is an important characteristic of this model.
Volume-normalized density can be dramatically altered
by diffusion as time progresses during development of
the light pulse. Rate terms dependent on products of
local electron and hole volumetric densities such as exci-
ton formation and Auger decay will be curtailed at lower
densities after diffusion, or even terminated to the extent
that charge separation occurs by hot-electron diffusion
against hole self-trapping.

The calculation of response vs. electron energy has
two parts: (1) solution of coupled diffusion-limited rate
equations in a spatial track geometry approximated as
cylindrical for one given on-axis excitation density, eval-
uating radiative and nonradiative recombination events
and trapping in each cell and time step. The time- and
space-integrated radiative recombination events are tab-
ulated as a function of the initial on-axis excitation den-
sity. When normalized by the total number of electron-
hole pairs produced at that excitation density, this quan-
tity is what we have termed local light yield. (2) Monte
Carlo simulations of linear energy deposition rate dE/dx
during stopping of an electron of initial energy Ei using
the Geant4 code24 are averaged over multiple simulations
to calculate distributions of the probability that an elec-
tron of initial energy Ei will produce each local energy
deposition rate dE/dx. We multiply the local light yield
YL(n0) by the probability P (n0, Ei) of occurrence of each
initial on-axis local density n0 in the stopping of an elec-
tron of initial energy Ei. Integration of YL(n0) P (n0, Ei)
over all n0 yields the electron energy response or inte-
grated light yield as a function of the initial energy of an
electron launched internally within the sample27. Exper-
imental electron energy response is typically measured
by the Compton-coincidence5,6 or K-dip7 techniques. By
convention, experimental electron energy response is usu-
ally normalized to unity at 662 keV.

B. Coupled system of diffusion-limited rate
equations for local light yield vs. on-axis initial

excitation densities in the electron track

The local light yield in our model for an undoped scin-
tillator and one doped with a single activator is calculated
using Eqs. (1-7).
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dne

dt
= Ge +De∇

2ne + µe∇ · ne

−→
E − (K1e + S1e)ne −Bnenh −Bhtnenht −K3nenenh −K3nenenht (1)

dnh

dt
= Gh +Dh∇

2nh − µh∇ · nh

−→
E − (K1h + S1h)nh −Bnenh −Betnetnh −K3nenenh −K3nenetnh (2)

dN

dt
= GE +DE∇

2N −R1EN − (S1E +K1E)N +Bnenh −K2EN
2 (3)

dnet

dt
= Det∇

2net + µet∇ · net

−→
E + S1ene −K1etnet −Betnetnh −Bttnetnht −K3nenetnh (4)

dnht

dt
= S1hnh −Bhtnenht −Bttnetnht −K3nenenht (5)

dNt

dt
= S1EN +Bhtnenht +Betnetnh +Bttnetnht −R1EtNt −K2EtN

2
t (6)

S1x =
nTl+

n0
Tl+

S0
1x where nTl+ = n0

Tl+ − net − nht −Nt (7)

We will now describe each of the terms in the above
equations and mention their significance in selected cases.
The electron and hole equations (1 & 2) for carrier den-
sities ne and nh are of identical form, so we discuss them
together. The first term in equations (1 & 2), Ge,h, is
the generation term specifying the initial Gaussian radial
profile at t = 0. The Gaussian track radius of 3 nm is
discussed along with its justification in Section IV, which
includes parameter values. The magnitude ofGe,h(r = 0)
is the on-axis excitation density

n0 =
dE/dx

πr2trackβEgap

(8)

Next in equations (1 & 2) are the carrier diffusion
terms. In alkali halides including CsI, the hole is self-
trapped very quickly13,28,29. In quantum molecular dy-
namics calculations for NaI30, hole self-trapping is indi-
cated to occur as fast as 50 femtoseconds at room temper-
ature. In view of such rapid self-trapping, the hole equa-
tion (2) is simply written in terms of the density of self-
trapped holes, nh, diffusing with the hopping diffusion
coefficient of self-trapped holes. This effectively ignores
the first 50 fs of hole evolution, except as it may be rep-
resented in the initial Tl++ production Ght in thallium-
doped CsI.31,32. However, we cannot ignore the early
evolution of the electrons. The cooling of hot electrons is
rather slow in CsI (∼ 4 ps mean thermalization time)10

due to its low optical phonon frequency. De is a function
of electron temperature Te and therefore a function of
time during the electron cooling process, De(Te(t)). The
determination of the hot electron diffusion coefficient in
this work relies on the calculations of Wang et al10 on

hot electron range in CsI, as described in Section IV. The
great difference in diffusion ranges of hot electrons and
self-trapped holes in alkali halides means that electrons
and holes are quickly separated as will be seen directly
in the radial distributions as a function of time. This is a
significant factor affecting the various 2nd and 3rd order
rate terms in Eqs. (1-6) that depend on overlap of the
electron and hole populations.

The third terms in equations (1 & 2) represent the elec-
tric field driven currents. The tendency for separation
of charge between hot electrons and relatively immobile
self-trapped holes in the alkali halides means that large
radial electric fields can arise and will tend to drive cor-
responding radial currents. The displacement of a given
electron imparted by any reasonable space-charge electric
field between electron-phonon scattering events is much
smaller than the displacement due to kinetic energy of
a hot (e.g. 3 eV) electron between the same scattering
events. So initially the hot electrons run outward to a
radial distribution peak shown to be about 50 nm in CsI
(with a tail extending as far as 200 nm)10, leaving be-
hind self-trapped holes (STH) in a cylinder with radius
about 3 nm.9,13,22 As the electrons cool to thermalized
energy near the conduction band minimum, the hot dif-
fusion coefficient drops toward the smaller thermalized
diffusion coefficient De and the electric field term can fi-
nally assert itself as stronger than the diffusion term. At
that point the direction of electron current reverses from
outward to inward as thermalized conduction electrons
in the undoped pure material are collected back toward
the line charge STH where recombination can occur. In
an activated scintillator such as CsI:Tl, a similar process
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occurs but on a much slower time scale set by the hop-
ping diffusion of electrons trapped on thallium as they
are drawn back toward a charged core of Tl++ ions, and
as the STH diffuse out to find Tl0.

The fourth terms in Eqs. (1 & 2) represent carrier
capture on deep defect traps with rate constants K1e,h

and on the activator dopant with rate constants S1e,h.
The symbol K was chosen for representing killing of the
radiative probability when a carrier is caught on a deep
defect trap. The symbol S was chosen to represent the
concept that trapping on the activator represents storage
of the carrier for possible radiative emission through the
activator-trapped exciton equation (6). The first order
rate constants for capture are proportional to the respec-
tive trap concentration, so for example if there is no acti-
vator, the rate constants S1e,h coupling free carriers into
the trapped-carrier and trapped-exciton equations (4-6)
vanish, and the model automatically reduces just to Eqs.
(1-3) for a pure material.

The fifth terms in Eqs. (1 & 2) are the bimolecular
exciton formation rates characterized by rate constant
B and proportional to the product of electron and hole
densities at a given location and time. This term can
vanish due to charge separation of hot electrons from
STH, but the bimolecular rate of exciton formation will
come into play later as thermalized carriers are united in
their mutual space-charge field. The exciton formation
rate, −Bnenh

, is a loss term for Eqs. (1 & 2) but it is the
main source term in Eq. (3) governing exciton density
N .

The sixth terms in Eqs. (1 & 2) are the bimolecular
rates of forming trapped excitons from capture of one
free carrier on a trap (activator in the case considered)
already occupied by the other carrier. Similar to the
commentary immediately above, this is a loss term for
the free carrier density but a source term in Eq. (6) for
trapped excitons on the activator at density Nt.

The seventh terms in Eqs. (1 & 2) are the third order
Auger recombination rates of free carriers. McAllister et
al33 found that in NaI, the valence band structure does
not have states to receive the excited spectator hole in
an nenhnh Auger process. The valence band structure of
CsI seems to support the same conclusion. Therefore we
retain only the Auger rate term of the form K3nenhne in
this work. The Auger rate constant in CsI has been mea-
sured by interband z-scan experiments9. The excitation
density gradient and consequent charge separation ex-
perienced in the laser z-scan experiment are significantly
less than in an electron track. This rendersK3 more read-
ily measurable by laser z-scan, whereas the charge sepa-
ration phenomenon in an alkali halide can act to severely
limit the importance of free-carrier Auger recombination
in tracks excited by high-energy electrons. The eighth
terms in Eqs. (1 & 2) are similar Auger terms in which
one of the carriers already occupies the activator dopant.

There are other rate terms that could be included in
the free carrier equations. Examples would be source
terms due to thermal ionization of shallow and deep

traps. Thermal ionization of deep traps is omitted if the
time for release is longer than usual scintillator gate times
of the order of 5 microseconds, because study of afterglow
is beyond what we want to tackle during first tests of this
model. Ionization from known shallow traps, specifically
electron release from Tl0 in CsI:Tl, is included effectively
in this system of equations in a way that will be discussed
during description of the trapped carrier equations (4-6)
below.

Equation (3) for the density of excitons, N , has no
source term other than the bimolecular exciton formation
transferring population from the free carrier equations,
because of our setting GE = 0 for reasons discussed in
relation to Table I, Section IV. Similar to our earlier dis-
cussion regarding the holes as immediately self-trapped
in an alkali halide, the excitons represented by N in Eq.
(3) are regarded as self-trapped excitons (STE) when al-
kali halides are the materials of interest. Their diffusion,
by thermally activated hopping/reorientation16,34,35, is
represented by the second term. The third term in Eq.
(3) is the radiative decay rate. This is the only rate term
that produces light in the first 3 equations for a pure ma-
terial. In the case of pure CsI, R1E is the reciprocal of
the radiative lifetime of the 3.7-eV Type II STE at 100 K,
and of the 4.1-eV luminescence of the equilibrated Type I
& II STEs at room temperature identified by Nishimura
et al.36 The fourth term in Eq. (3) is a linear loss term
from the exciton population involving two rate constants.
The S1E rate constant represents linear trapping of STEs
on Tl+ activator (if present) and is therefore an energy
storage term that can contribute ultimately to Tl+∗ ac-
tivator luminescence via Eq. (6) while subtracting from
intrinsic STE luminescence in Eq. (3). The K1E linear
loss rate constant is used to describe the dominant path
of quenching STE luminescence at room temperature,
which in many alkali halides is nonradiative thermally-
activated crossing to the ground state. The fifth term
in Eq. (3) is the bimolecular source term due to exciton
formation from free carriers. The final term represents
second-order dipole-dipole quenching of STEs.

Equations (4-6) describe populations of trapped elec-
trons, holes, and excitons respectively on the activator
dopant, in this case Tl+ substituting for Cs+. With-
out going through all the rate and transport coefficient
symbol names again, we comment generally that the car-
rier/exciton densities, the rate constants, and the trans-
port coefficients carry the same symbols as in Eqs. (1-3)
to indicate corresponding physical quantities, except now
the fact of being trapped on the activator is indicated by
the subscript “t”on all such terms. To illstrate the mean-
ing of a few of the trapped carrier/exciton terms, for ex-
ample, +S1ene is the rate of trapping thermalized elec-
trons on the activator dopant, −Betnetnh is the bimolec-
ular rate of converting trapped electron population, net,
into trapped excitons feeding the corresponding source
term in Eq. (6), and −K3nenetnh is the rate of Auger
recombination involving a trapped electron and free elec-
trons and holes. −R1EtNt is the first order radiative
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rate of decay of dopant-trapped excitons at density Nt,
and −K2EtN

2
t is the rate of second-order dipole-dipole

quenching of two trapped excitons.
The terms in Eq. (4) representing diffusion of trapped

electrons, Det∇
2net , current in a field, µet∇ · net

−→
E ,

and implied motion of the trapped electrons in bimolec-
ular recombination with immobile holes trapped as Tl++

in the term Bttnetnht deserve special comment. These
terms account for thermal untrapping from shallow traps
even though no explicit untrapping rate is represented in
Eqs. (1-6). The following two equations would replace
Eqs. (1) and (4) above if we were to explicitly represent
untrapping and re-trapping of electrons on thallium in
CsI:Tl.

dne

dt
= Ge + Uetnet +De∇

2ne − µe∇ · ne

−→
E − (K1e + S1e)ne −Bnenh −Bhtnenht −K3nenenh −K3nenenht (1a)

dnet

dt
= S1ene − Uetnet −Betnetnh −K3nenetnh (4a)

In these equations, the untrapping loss term −Uetnet

in Eq. (4a) for electrons trapped as Tl0 is an added pos-
itive source term after Ge in Eq. (1a) for free electrons.
There are now no diffusion or electric current terms in Eq.
(4a) because all of the transport occurs while the elec-
trons are free and therefore accounted for in Eq. (1a).
Likewise the term −Bttnetnht introduced in Eq. (4) to
represent bimolecular recombination of thallium-trapped
electrons with thallium-trapped holes is absent in Eq.
(4a) because such processes formally take place through
the term −Bhtnenht in the free-electron equation during
the time that the electron is untrapped from Tl0. In such
a description, Eqs. (5 and 6) would also be without the
Btt terms. But although the equations themselves are
simpler in this physically realistic formulation, their nu-
merical solution spanning time scales from femtoseconds
to microseconds presents computational difficulties. In
fact we coded the model first for the equation set with
Eqs (1a) and (4a) in place of Eqs. (1) and (4), as well
as the modification of Eqs. (5 & 6), and ran the first
calculation of local light yield. It took an unacceptably
long time.

Calculating the outcomes of the free-carrier equations
(1 & 2) requires time steps as short as 0.1 femtosecond in
the finite element method. Calculating the outcomes of
the trapped carrier equations (4a-6a) on the other hand
requires calculations running out to at least 5 microsec-
onds. Calculations spanning such time ranges were made
manageable in terms of computer time by varying the
time steps progressively longer from beginning to end
when thermal untrapping of carriers was not included.
It worked because as time went on, the free carriers were
trapped or were combined as self-trapped excitons, and
then larger time steps could be used. We used the FTCS
(Forward Time, Central Space) method of Rectenwald37

in setting time steps, such that the maximum change of
electron, hole, or exciton density in a time step would
not exceed 10%. (5% and 20% limits were tried with
essentially the same result.) But if thermal release of
trapped carriers is included directly, then continual re-

injection of free carriers occurs over long time scales, so
that short time steps continue to be needed to accurately
determine the fate of the fresh free electrons via Eq. (1a).
This leads to the unacceptably long computational times
just mentioned.

Computational economy for CsI:Tl was achieved by
noting the following approximate equivalency. In a CsI
crystal doped with Tl+ at 0.082 mole%, the capture (and
re-capture) rate constant for electrons on Tl+ is S1e =
3.3 x 1011s−1 as directly measured by picosecond spec-
troscopy (see Section IV, Table I). This is the highest
linear capture rate constant of all those listed in Table
I. The measured rate constant for thermal untrapping of
electrons from Tl0 at room temperature is Uet = 7.1 x 105

s−1 (Section IV, Table II). Thus after being trapped and
mostly inactive for 1.4 microsecond, the electron becomes
free for about 3 picoseconds on average and is exposed
to all the channels represented in Eq. (1) including dif-
fusion and response to electric fields. But after roughly
3 ps, the majority of such electrons that escape the var-
ious other interaction channels in Eq. (1) are trapped
yet again on one of the many Tl+ ions, and the cycle
repeats. If the re-capture is on a different Tl+ than the
original, the electron will have hopped (diffused). But
the end result is indistinguishable from an alternative
version in which the Tl0 itself hopped by trading places
with a neighbor Tl+. This can be treated as a type of
transport of the Tl0 itself if we are able to define effective
transport coefficients. We note that the trapped electron
(Tl0) changes location and undergoes capture or recom-
bination at the relative fractional yields given by the rate
terms in Eq. (1) but at an average rate reduced by the
ratio of its lifetime as a free electron to its lifetime as a
trapped electron, Uet/S1e = 2.2 x 10−6. We therefore
replaced the formally correct trapping/untrapping equa-
tions (1a) and (4a) by Eqs. (1) and (4) given earlier in
which the effective transport of Tl0 (the activator charge
state, not the physical atom) is represented with coeffi-
cientsDet and µet that are smaller by 2.2 x 10−6 than the
free-electron coefficients De and µe. Other free-electron
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rate constants to which the cyclically trapped/untrapped
electrons are exposed only 2.2 x 10−6 of the time are simi-
larly assigned the identifying subscript t and scaled down
by the fixed factor. These are the bimolecular exciton for-
mation rate from momentarily untrapped electrons and
holes, −Btnetnh, and deep defect capture of such mo-
mentarily untrapped electrons, K1etnet. It is necessary
to introduce additionally the term Bttnetnht for creation
of excited Tl+∗ at a rate proportional to the local con-
centrations of Tl0(net) and Tl++(nht). In the specific
case of CsI:Tl, the Tl++ trapped holes are so deep that
nht diffusion is considered negligible on scintillation time
scales. In exchange for the complexity of more transport
and rate terms introduced, we have been able to drop
the thermal untrapping term because that information is
implicit in the scaled values of new transport and rate co-
efficients. The computational economy is that time steps
in the finite element method can be conveniently length-
ened as time progresses. The complexity of introducing
more coefficients is not too cumbersome because they all
scale by the common free/trapped time ratio relative to
free-electron transport and rate coefficients already de-
termined. For the rest of this paper, we use the Eqs.
(1-7).
The 7th equation keeps track of the change in concen-

tration of available dopant traps in their initial charge
state of Tl+. For example, a lattice-neutral Tl+ ion that
trapped a free electron to become Tl0 is not available to
trap another electron in the same way until subsequent
events return that dopant ion to its original Tl+ charge
state. The coupling rate constants S1e, S1h, S1E = S1x

for electrons, holes and excitons on Tl+ are themselves
proportional to the dopant concentration in the available
charge state Tl+, so the capture rates that they gov-
ern will decrease as the local concentration of Tl+ gets
“used up”temporarily. This saturation can have the ef-
fect of contributing as one factor to the “roll-off”of local
light yield at high excitation density (low electron en-
ergy). Gwin and Murray concluded that the activator
concentration was not a dominant effect in their exper-
iments on CsI:Tl38. In other scintillators than CsI:Tl,
there have been observed experimental activator concen-
tration effects on proportionality, such as LSO:Ce2 and
YAP:Ce39.
We have applied the system of equations just described

to calculate electron response curves for comparison to
three experimental measurements: electron response in
undoped CsI and CsI:Tl at 295 K and gamma response of
undoped CsI at 100 K26. The experimental data and su-
perimposed model calculation of proportionality for the
three experimental conditions are summarized in Fig. 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROPORTIONALITY
DATA.

The purpose of this section is to describe the experi-
mental data used to develop and verify the model. This
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Combined plot of the three experi-
ments and their model fits for undoped CsI (295 K), undoped
CsI (100 K), and 0.082 mole% CsI:Tl (295 K). The “Energy
(keV)”axis represents electron energy in the Compton coinci-
dence measurements for CsI (295 K) and CsI:Tl (295 K) and
gamma ray energy for CsI (100 K).

is the experimental part of Fig. 1 just presented. We
measured Compton-coincidence electron energy response
for nominally pure CsI and for CsI:Tl (0.082 mole%) in
the same apparatus in order to have a matched pair of
data for the electron response of doped and undoped ma-
terial at room temperature. Data for gamma ray energy
response in undoped CsI at about 100 K are available
from Moszynski et al26. The model in this study calcu-
lates electron response, strictly speaking, so comparison
with this 100 K gamma response data requires additional
attention.

To measure scintillation light output proportionality,
a Compton coincidence system5 was set up according to
the close-coupled design of Ugorowski40. Each crystal
sample was coupled to a Hamamatsu R1306 photomulti-
plier (PMT) with optical grease. A Zn-65 source (1115.5
keV) was used to excite the crystals. An Ortec GMX-
30200-P high purity germanium (HPGe) detector was
used to capture the Compton scattered gamma rays. Co-
incidence pulses from the HPGe and PMT detectors were
recorded for periods of 30 minutes. Then un-gated pulses
were recorded for both PMT and HPGe for 5 minutes in
between data acquisition in coincidence mode. The cen-
troids of un-gated pulse height spectra were continuously
tracked to correct for drift of the gain in both detectors.
Several cycles were run to reduce statistical uncertainty.
Results at room temperature for doped and undoped CsI
are shown in the upper two experimental curves of Fig.
1 above.

Moszynski et al measured the gamma yield spectra of
proportionality and the total light yield at 662 keV of two
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undoped CsI samples, CsI(A) and CsI(B), cooled to low
temperature.26 The samples were close-coupled to a large
area silicon avalanche photodetector in a liquid nitrogen
cryostat which cooled the detector/sample assembly to
a temperature characterized as about 100 K. Their sam-
ple B obtained from a university group had the higher
light yield, which was measured to have the extraordi-
narily high value of 124,000 photons/MeV ± 12,000 at
the temperature of 100 K. Sample B at 100 K also pro-
duced a flatter proportionality curve at high energy, mak-
ing it the interesting first target for comparisons to our
model at low temperature. Sample A from a commer-
cial supplier had lower light yield and displayed a more
humped proportionality curve. Because 100 K data were
only available as gamma response we also measured the
gamma response of our undoped and Tl doped samples
as reported in Appendix B.
The differences between samples CsI(A) and CsI(B) in

the Moszynski et al.26 work motivated characterization
and comparison of our undoped CsI sample with results
shown in Fig. 2
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FIG. 2. (Color Online) Radioluminescence spectra excited
with Am-241 gamma rays at room temperature in the un-
doped sample (SGC unmarked, noisy line) compared with
similar data extracted from Moszynski et al.26 for CsI(A)
(solid circles) and CsI(B) (solid diamonds)

The figure shows that their samples and ours are simi-
lar in that they display a dominant uv radioluminescence
peak near 310 nm at room temperature associated with
fast emission but they differ in the amount of visible sig-
nal produced, in particular a band near 425 nm some-
times ascribed to vacancies41,42 and associated with slow
emission. CsI(B) had the least visible emission in this
region, CsI(A) the most, and our sample an intermediate
amount. Sample SGC also displayed substantially more
emission toward the red but measured in a system with
greater red sensitivity. Chemical analysis for 31 elements
was performed by inductively coupled plasma-mass spec-
trometry (ICP-MS) on a slice taken from one end of the
sample. Only iron at 0.003% was detected. Tl was <

0.0005%. Sodium was not tested. The impurity analysis
and optical absorption measurements given in Appendix
C establish that the 550 nm emission is not due to Tl.
The fast to total ratio for our sample was measured at
74%, a normal result for this parameter in CsI.
Recognizing that undoped samples have variable prop-

erties, presumably due to variation in trace impurities
and defects, we are assuming that these differences can
be accounted for in the model by variation of a single
deep trapping parameter. In the present work, the mod-
eled light yield and proportionality of undoped CsI refer
only to the fast (15 ns) component. The slow component
of scintillation can be included in this model in future
work as the defect(s), their rate constants and radiative
properties become better understood.

IV. MATERIAL PARAMETER TABLES,
CALCULATION OF PROPORTIONALITY, AND

TIME/SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section we detail the application of the model
of Section II to calculate proportionality for comparison
to the experimental data as already summarized in Fig.
1. For each of the three conditions of sample doping and
temperature being modeled, tables of material parame-
ters are provided. These are mainly the rate constants
and transport coefficients in Eqs. (1-7). We use parame-
ter values found directly in the literature when possible,
or that can be scaled by quantitative physical arguments
from parameters known at a different temperature or in a
similar material. This is the case for 21 of the 23 parame-
ters listed in Table I for the well-studied case of undoped
CsI at room temperature. The two remaining values are
undetermined for physical reasons and are thus appro-
priately treated as fitting parameters: K1e, the electron
capture rate on deep defects of undetermined identity and
concentration; and the incident electron energy at which
normalization is performed, since the usual normalization
energy of 662 keV turns out to be outside the electron
energy range in which the cylinder track approximation
is valid. The best-fit values of these two parameters will
be examined later when there are additional data on the
traps and better understanding of how multiple clusters
of excitation in a line act together. In particular, the
effect of spacing of excitation clusters along the track on
attracting dispersed electrons to the STH track core will
be described in Section A.2.

A. Undoped CsI at room temperature

1. Material parameters and proportionality

Table I lists the material parameters used in the
model prediction of proportionality in undoped CsI at
295 K. The first two parameters listed, the initial Gaus-
sian track radius rtrack, and the average energy invested
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per electron-hole pair created by an energetic electron,
βEgap, are needed to convert dE/dx to the volume-
normalized density of excitation via equation (8) in terms
of which the rate and transport equations (1-7) are writ-
ten. Both the initial radius and the volume-normalized
on-axis excitation density are introduced into the equa-
tions via the electron and hole generation terms (Gaus-
sian spatial profiles) Ge and Gh in Eqs. (1-2). The ini-
tially deposited track radius r0 = 3 nm was first esti-
mated for NaI based on consideration of hole thermaliza-
tion range by Vasil’ev in Ref. 13, then deduced experi-
mentally by equating expressions for observed nonlinear
quenching in K-dip and interband laser z-scan experi-
ments on NaI9. The value r0 ≈ 3 nm was further sup-
ported by calculation of the initial hole distribution in
NaI using the NWEGRIM Monte Carlo code at PNNL.22

We have assigned the same initial track radius in CsI
based on similarity of the two alkali iodides.
The value of βEgap adopted in Table I is required

for consistency with the light yield of the 124,000 pho-
tons/MeV± 12,000 (@ 662 keV) in undoped CsI at 100 K
measured by Moszynski et al26. The listed βEgap = 8.9

eV is calculated based on the lower end of the experimen-
tal uncertainty range, 112,000 photons/MeV. The band
gap of CsI at T = 20 K has been reported as 6.02 eV
on the basis of two-photon spectroscopy43. From this
we may estimate the room-temperature band gap of CsI
as 5.8 eV9,44 The CsI light yield at 100 K thus implies
β ≈ 1.5 if the light emission is 100 % efficient and if we
use the 5.8 eV band gap. Values of β are around 2.5
in most materials45 including most scintillators46, so a
value of β ≤ 1.5 implied for CsI at 100 K is remarkable.
Just to assess the effect of adopting a more conserva-
tive estimate of the light yield in CsI at 100 K, we ran
the proportionality calculation at 100 K for βEgap val-
ues corresponding to both 112,000 photons/MeV (shown
in Fig. 1) and 90,000 photons/MeV (not shown). The
low energy end of the proportionality curve was raised
about 5% relative to the plotted curve for 112,000 pho-
tons/MeV. The effect is not dramatic, and is in line with
what will be discussed about the effects of lower exci-
tation density in the track on both nonlinear quenching
and on electric-field collection of dispersed electrons back
to the core of self-trapped holes.

TABLE I. Parameters (and their literature references or comments on methods) as used for the calculation of proportionality
and light yield in undoped CsI at 295 K.

Parameter Value Units Publ/Est Refs & Notes

rtrack 3 nm 3,3,2.8 refs 9, 13, and 22 for NaI

βEgap 8.9 (eV/e-h)avg 8.9 ref 26 CsI 100 K LY 112,000 ph/MeV

ǫ0 5.65 N/A 5.65 refs 47 and 48

µe 8 cm2/Vs 8 ref 49

De 0.2 cm2/s 0.2 D = µkT/e

µh 10−4 cm2/Vs 10−4 Dh = µhkT/e, Ref. 16

Dh 2.6 x 10−6 cm2/s 2.6 x 10−6 ref 16 and 34

DE 2.6 x 10−6 cm2/s 2.6 x 10−6 DSTE ≈ DSTH ref 50

B(t > τhot) 2.5 x 10−7 cm3/s 2.5 x 10−7 ref 8

K3 4.5 x 10−29 cm6/s 4.5 x 10−29 ref 9

K2E 0.8 x 10−15 t-1/2cm3s-1/2 0.8 x 10−15 ref 9

R1E 6.7 x 106 s−1 6.7 x 106 ref 36 and Eqs. (8,9) for R1E&K1E

K1E 6 x 107 s−1 6 x 107 solve model 662 keV for 2 ph/keV Ref 51

τhot 4 ps 4 ref 10

rhot (peak) 50 nm 50 ref 10

De(t < τhot) 3.1 cm2/s to reproduce rhot(peak)atτhot

S1e 0 s−1 0 zero in undoped host

S1h 0 s−1 0 zero in undoped host

S1E 0 s−1 0 zero in undoped host

GE(r = 0) 0 cm−3 4%Ge → 0 refs 52–54

K1e 2.7 x 1010 s−1 fitting variable #1, CsI proportionality

K1h 0 s−1 10−5K1e ratio to K1e based on Eq. (10)

Ei(norm) 200 keV fitting variable #2 normalization
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The electron mobility in CsI has been measured by
Aduev et al.49 using a picosecond electron pulse method.
The thermalized conduction electron diffusion coefficient
De is given in terms of µe by the Einstein relation,
D = µkT/e. During the hot-electron phase, which has
a duration in CsI of τhot ≈4 ps10, the diffusion coeffi-
cient De has an elevated value De(Te) relative to the
thermalized electron mobility basically because the hot
electrons have higher velocity between scattering events.
This is an important factor in the early radial disper-
sal of the hot electrons. Wang et al calculated the peak
of the radial distribution of hot electrons in CsI upon
achieving thermalization to be rhot(peak) ≈ 50 nm10.
For simplicity in this model, we have assumed a step-
wise time-dependent electron diffusion coefficient such
that De(t < τhot) has a constant value that reproduces
the Wang et al. result of rhot(peak) ≈ 50 nm in the so-
lution of Eq. (1) at the end of τhot ≈ 4 ps. (Wang et al.
also stated that the tail of the hot-electron radial distri-
bution in CsI extends as far as 200 nm and the tail of
the thermalization times is as long as 7 ps.)10 It will be
possible in future versions of this model to use a time-
dependent De(Te(t)) that tracks electron temperature on
the picosecond time scale without making the step-wise
assumption. The thermalization time and mean radial
range of hot electrons, τhot, rhot(peak), are imbedded
in the code because of their use to specify the elevated
electron diffusion coefficient De(t < τhot). The cooling
time, τhot, is also imbedded to enforce the 4-ps delay of
capture of electrons on self-trapped holes which was di-
rectly observed in picosecond absorption spectroscopy of
CsI8. In the picosecond measurements, the bimolecular
capture rate constant B for exciton formation in CsI was
time dependent, remaining zero until after the electron
thermalization time τhot ≈ 4ps, whereupon it achieved
the value of B(t > τhot) that is listed in Table I.

The self-trapped hole diffusion coefficient and thus mo-
bility at 295 K are known from the literature on thermally
activated hopping of self-trapped holes34,35. The nonlin-
ear quenching rate constants K2E and K3 were measured
in undoped CsI at room temperature by laser interband
z-scan experiments9.

The radiative rate R1E and nonradiative decay rate
K1E of self-trapped excitons listed in Table I are
the room-temperature values of temperature-dependent
functions R1E(T ) and K1E(T ), where the function
K1E(T ) is assumed to be a thermally activated path
to the ground state. In typical treatments of thermally
quenched simple excited states, the radiative rate is inde-
pendent of temperature and can be identified as the decay
rate at low temperature. Nishimura et al36 have shown
that the STE luminescence in CsI comes from on-center
(Type I) and off-center (Type II) lattice configurations
that communicate over barriers and finally come into
thermal equilibrium as temperature is raised above 250
K. The total radiative rate of the communicating STE
configurations is thus temperature-dependent, which we
write R1E(T ). The temperature-dependent total light

yield is then

LY (T ) =
R1E(T )

R1E(T ) +K1E(T )
(9)

At temperatures above 250K when luminescence bands
of the two STE configurations are no longer distinguish-
able from one another, the single temperature-dependent
decay time of the 310 nm fast intrinsic luminescence band
is given in these terms by

1

τobs
(T ) = R1E(T ) +K1E(T ) (10)

These two equations can be fitted to the data of
Nishimura et al.36 as well as Amsler et al55 and Mikhailik
et al56 to obtain the functions R1E(T ) and K1E(T ) from
100 K up to 295K. The following method has been used
to obtain the values of R1E(295K)andK1E(295K) listed
in Table I.
To determine K1E(295 K) from data other than pro-

portionality, the model of Eqs. (1-3) is first run with the
sole objective of reproducing the total light yield of pure
CsI at room temperature, which is 2,000 photons/MeV
for 662 keV gamma rays as published in the Saint-Gobain
CsI data sheet51. This is also expressible as a 1.8% pho-
ton yield per e-h pair produced (using βEgap = 8.9 eV).
The fitting uses K1E(295 K) as the variable fitting pa-
rameter for that single light-yield data point, but it is not
varied for fitting the proportionality curve shape. Then
Eq. (9) for the reciprocal of the experimentally measured
STE decay time at room temperature, τobs = 15 ns36, can
be solved for R1E(295 K).
The rate constants S1e, S1h, S1E for trapping of elec-

trons, holes, and excitons on thallium are proportional
to thallium concentration and so are zero in Table I for
undoped CsI.
It was argued in Refs. 52 and 53 based on general-

ized oscillator strength and Monte Carlo calculations by
Vasil’ev for BaF2

54 that the number of excitons created
initially by stopping of a high-energy electron should be
no more than about 4% of the production of electron-hole
pairs in wide-gap solids quite generally. This was ap-
proximately confirmed for CsI by picosecond absorption
spectroscopy8 which tracked the initially created (t < 1
ps) exciton and free-carrier spectra throughout the in-
frared and visible ranges from 0.45 eV photon energy
upward, including the Type I STE peak. The spectra
also revealed that the initially-created STE population is
destroyed within about 2 ps by impact ionization from
the hot electrons. Creating hotter initial electrons by
exciting 3 eV above the band gap resulted in more com-
plete destruction of the initial STE population57. Re-
constitution of STEs from bimolecular recombination of
thermalized electrons and self-trapped holes did not com-
mence until after a 4 ps delay for thermalization8,57. This
is the meaning of our notation 4%Ge → 0 in the “pub-
lished”column for the parameter GE(r = 0). The value
used in the model is GE = 0, i.e. the excitons that ex-
ist beyond the first 4 picoseconds are those formed later
through the bimolecular recombination term Bnenh.
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The last two rate constants listed govern the capture
rates for electrons and holes on deep defects, K1ene and
K1hnh. The suspected most numerous deep electron
traps in pure CsI are iodine vacancies, either empty va-
cancies as F+ centers or having trapped an electron to
form F centers. We can roughly estimate relative mag-
nitudes of the rate constants K1e and K1h by reference
to the equation that relates trapping rate constant K to
cross section σ,

K = σ[trap] < v > (11)

where [trap] is the concentration of the trap and < v > is
the root mean square velocity of the carriers approach-
ing the trap. The rate constants for capture on other-
wise equivalent traps at the same concentrations would
scale as the speed of the carrier being trapped. We ar-
gue in the following that in alkali halides the contrast
between conduction electron and self-trapped hole veloc-
ities dominates in comparison to smaller differences in
cross sections. The speed of self-trapped holes, calcu-
lated as jump rate times jump distance averaged over 90
and 180 degree jumps, is about 6 x 10−6 of the speed of
conduction electrons in CsI at 295 K. The rate constant
K1h in Table I is thus listed approximately as 10−5K1e if
electron and hole traps may be presumed to have similar
cross sections and concentrations. Therefore K1h is ne-
glected, leaving only one variable rate constant in Table
I, the deep defect trapping rate K1e. The last entry in
the table, Ei(norm), is a vertical scaling factor stated as
the energy at which the calculated curve is normalized to
unity.
The comparison between model and experiment is

shown in Fig. 3 below, for undoped CsI at room tem-
perature. The open blue triangles (upper curve) are
the experimental Compton-coincidence electron energy
response data measured as described in Section III. As is
the custom, the experimental Compton-coincidence data
are normalized to unity at 662 keV. The solid triangular
points are the calculated electron response (proportion-
ality) using the parameters of Table I in the Eqs. (1-7),
which reduce to Eqs. (1-3) for pure CsI.

2. Normalization; transition from continuous tracks to
separated clusters

The model is in respectable agreement with the ex-
perimental data in the energy range below about 200
keV. In our opinion, the respectable agreement becomes
more impressive when one considers that the other curves
shown in Fig. 1 were calculated by the same model with
parameters that are fairly highly constrained as we will
show later in this section. One also notices that with the
choice of the normalization energy Ei(norm) for good fit
at energies below 200 keV, the calculated proportionality
curve slopes decidedly below the experiment at electron
energies greater than 200 keV. In Fig. 1 shown previ-
ously, the same is true for CsI (100 K) and CsI:Tl (295
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FIG. 3. (Color Online) The proportionality curve of electron
response modeled by Eqs. (1-3) from the material parameters
listed in Table I is shown by the solid triangles, and is super-
imposed on the Compton-coincidence data for undoped CsI
(SG sample) at 295 K shown by open triangles. Also shown
by open squares is the gamma response experimental curve
for undoped CsI at 100 K, to be compared to the model in the
next subsection. The schematic electron track at the bottom
(after Vasil’ev58), will be used in discussion.

K), with 200 keV always the normalization energy defin-
ing the upper limit of the range for good fit. A suggestion
of what is responsible comes from noticing that the ex-
perimental proportionality curve is nearly flat from 200
keV to 662 keV and higher for all three CsI data sets and
indeed for scintillator materials generally. If all scintilla-
tors have proportionality curves nearly flat between 200
keV and the usual 662 keV normalization energy, then we
may as well normalize to unity at 200 keV, amounting to
a concession that our present model based on a cylinder
approximation of the track has a systematic departure
from accurate representation of experiment above 200
keV. The schematic track representation in the lower part
of Fig. 3 illustrates the likely cause. Vasil’ev used a sim-
ilar track schematic to introduce the concept that energy
deposition occurs in a series of e-h clusters at a spacing
that increases with particle energy, reaching about 100
nm around 662 keV in NaI58 .
Using a generalized oscillator strength model of the de-

position of energy from a high-energy electron, Vasil’ev
describes energy transfers during stopping of the electron
as producing electron-hole clusters of a size that varies
somewhat with the energy of the primary electron but
whose mean size is relatively constant in the range of 5
to 6 electron-hole pairs per cluster in the high-energy part
of the electron track13,18,58. Thus from cluster to cluster,
the mean local excitation density within a typical clus-
ter is approximately constant over a considerable range
of primary electron energy, and the decreasing energy
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deposition rate dE/dx with increasing primary electron
energy is then mainly reflected as increasing distance be-
tween these clusters along the track. When the clusters
are far enough apart that each acts in isolation to at-
tract its own dispersed (formerly hot) electrons back to
the positive STH cluster core of their origin, the electron
response should approach the ideal horizontal line of per-
fect proportionality. As long as they are far enough apart
to be non-interacting, the total light yield of N clusters
in a track segment should just be N times the responses
of individual clusters, i.e. proportional. The proportion-
ality curves for most scintillators, including alkali halides
on which we are focusing, do tend toward a horizontal
line at high enough electron energy.

But moving toward lower energy of the primary par-
ticle and thus higher average dE/dx, the spacing of such
clusters along the track becomes smaller13,58. One can
expect that cooperative effects between the clusters will
be manifested. The most important cooperative effect is
that of an emerging line charge of STH clusters, as can
be appreciated looking at the track schematic in Fig. 3.
The 50 nm mean radius of dispersed hot electrons is
illustrated quantitatively by the length of an arrow that
may be compared to the 3 nm radius of the STH distri-
bution around the track, and to the ∼ 100 nm spacing
between clusters typical of 662 keV electron energy in
NaI and CsI. Consider a test charge at 50 nm from a line
of positive charges (STH clusters). If there are multiple
positive point charges along a line segment of roughly
50 nm length, they will all contribute significant radial
components to the force on the test charge. The positive
charges (e.g. STH clusters) are then acting cooperatively
like a line charge segment. In classical electrostatics the
familiar example is the logarithmic (infinite range) po-
tential of an infinite line charge and the extended range
even of a finite line charge segment compared to that of a
point charge or sphere. Even with screening by an equal
number of dispersed electrons balancing the core charge,
Gauss’s law shows that an enhanced electric field of the
line charge extends almost as far as the outer bound of
the screening electron distribution.

In the model we have used, significant computational
economy was achieved by neglecting clustering and as-
suming that with each increase in dE/dx there is an in-
creasing but uniform charge distribution that packs into
each cylindrical segment of constant radius. This was
done knowing that at some elevated energy threshold,
separation into clusters will cause the assumption to be
inaccurate. What determines that threshold and what is
its value? The touching or overlap of clusters has some-
times been regarded as the condition for the track to
resemble a cylinder. That is based on a visual concept,
but not a physical electrostatic charge-collection crite-
rion. We have calculated the efficiency of electrostatic
collection of dispersed electrons in a radial Gaussian (50
nm mean distribution) toward a line containing an equal
number of immobile positive charges arrayed in clusters
of variable spacing. The result was that as energy de-

creases and clusters move closer together the collection
efficiency turns upward when the cluster spacing is about
50 nm. From this, we generalize that when the spacing
of immobile (e.g. self-trapped) hole clusters in a line be-
comes closer than the mean radius of dispersed (formerly
hot) electrons, they begin to act cooperatively in attract-
ing the thermalized electrons back toward recombination.
The subsequent electrostatic collection after thermal-

ization of distant electrons is essential for forming exci-
tons in the pure material and obtaining radiative emis-
sion. As will be further noted in discussing the radial dis-
tributions, there is a competition during the electrostatic
collection process between the rate of collection back to
the central core where the holes are located and the si-
multaneous rate of electron capture on deep traps. The
rate of electron collection is proportional to the density
of holes on axis (excitation density) and to the electron
mobility µe while the trapping is proportional to capture
rate constantK1e and the density of electrons. These two
competing rates, one leading to luminescence within the
scintillation gate width and the other not, determine the
slope of the high-energy side of the halide hump. That
slope underlies the whole modeled proportionality curve.
A worthwhile experimental test could be to introduce
concentrations of intentional deep defects and measure
proportionality, looking for an effect on the slope.
What the local light yield model is unable to repro-

duce is the rather sharp concave upward bend from a
linear downward slope to a nearly flat high-energy region
as electron energy goes above about 200 keV. We con-
clude that the concave upward bend lies outside the rate
and transport model itself. It is the cross-over from co-
operative electrostatics of multiple STH clusters in a line,
to independent STH clusters interacting only with their
own electrons dispersed to about 50 nm mean distance.
In Fig. 3, the model using the parameters in Table I

produces a reasonable match of the falling experimental
electron response from 28 keV to about 200 keV. To-
gether with the decrease of yield at even lower electron
energy due principally to 2nd order nonlinear quenching,
the model displays the halide hump that is familiar from
CsI:Tl electron response. Because of the low light yield
of undoped CsI at room temperature the experimental
data end before going over the top of the hump, so that
all we see and have available to fit is the slope on its
high-energy side.

3. Population distributions and the luminescence
mechanism

To understand what controls the slope of the propor-
tionality plot below 200 keV it is helpful to examine how
the carriers move and interact with themselves and with
traps from the first picoseconds onward. Dependence of
the light emission process on excitation density is be-
lieved to be the root of intrinsic nonproportionality of
scintillator response, so observing the locations and trap-
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ping or recombination status of carriers and excitons at
low and high excitation density can be instructive. In
Fig. 4, we plot conduction electron density ne, the self-
trapped hole density nh, the self-trapped exciton density
N , and the accumulated density ned of electrons trapped
on the assumed deep defect. The time after excitation
for each plot is labeled near the curve. The plotted quan-
tity in all of these radial distributions is the product of
radius r and the carrier density, such as rne(r), to take
account of integrating azimuthally around the track. The
gradient along the length of the track is so small rela-
tive to the radial gradient that we can assume no net
diffusion along the length of the track. Thus the inte-
gral over radius and azimuth, or area under these radial
plots, should be constant as long as there is no loss from
the population such as by exciton formation, trapping or
Auger recombination. The vertical scale units for rn(r)
are expressed in mixed form (units of 1016 nm/cm3) on
all of the radial distribution plots so that division of the
plotted rn(r) value by the radius in nm gives the carrier
density (cm−3) at that radius.

Figure 4 plots four paired figures showing various ra-
dial distributions around the track center for selected
times after excitation. The material is undoped CsI at
295 K modeled with the material parameters of Table I.
In each vertically arrayed pair of figures, the lower fig-
ure is for on-axis excitation density of 1018 e-h/cm3, a
low value that is encountered in the cylinder track ap-
proximation at the beginning of a high-energy electron
track, e.g. 662 keV. The upper figure compares the same
selection of radial plot times for 100 x higher on-axis
excitation density of 1020 e-h/cm3, as encountered to-
ward the end of an electron track where electron energy
is below about 1 keV. Notice that the vertical scale of
azimuthally-integrated carrier density (e.g. rne(r, t) and
rnh) is generally 100 x larger at 100 x the excitation
density. Exceptions are made when the plotted species
shows a big nonlinearity vs excitation density, such as
the excitons, rN , and defect trapped electrons, rned

In Fig. 4 frames (a) and (b), we can see the spa-
tial distribution of hot conduction electrons expanding
rapidly from creation in a 3-nm track at t = 0 ps, past
25-nm mean radius in about 1 ps, and on to the ther-
malized electron distribution at 4 ps in agreement with
the Monte Carlo simulation results of Wang et al10. It
is worth emphasizing at this point the pronounced out-
ward and subsequent inward migrations of electrons at
high excitation density. The outward migration in about
4 ps (in CsI) is driven by excess kinetic energy of the
initially formed hot electrons10. Its effect, highlighted
by comparison of frames (a,b) for electrons with frames
(c,d) for self trapped holes in Fig. 4, is to separate elec-
trons and holes very rapidly, suppressing exciton forma-
tion, free-carrier Auger decay, and 2nd-order quenching at
least temporarily. But as shown in frames (b) and (f) of
the figure, the electrostatic attraction of the conduction
electrons toward the cylinder (∼ line charge) of positive
self-trapped holes asserts itself as the dominant factor at

high excitation density after the hot electrons have lost
their excess kinetic energy (Dhot → Dthermalized). Elec-
trons are then drawn back toward the ∼ 3-nm cylinder
of STH where they can form self-trapped excitons that
ultimately emit light in pure CsI. At low excitation den-
sity, on the other hand, deep trapping dominates. The
plots in Fig. 4 show that for n0 = 1018 e-h/cm3 almost
90% of the original electrons are trapped and only about
3% form excitons. We have not explicitly included shal-
low defect traps, so the electrons that are not captured
on the deep defects (rate constant K1e) are regarded as
thermalized conduction electrons. This is the same ther-
malized electron population that is labeled “stopped”in
the Monte Carlo simulations of Wang et al10.

The return migration of dispersed conduction electrons
back to the STH core is fast. The peak in exciton forma-
tion is reached in 20 ps at high excitation density when
about 60% of the original electrons and holes have formed
excitons as seen in frames (b) and (f) of Fig. 4. When
the on-axis excitation density is high, there is a denser
line charge of positive STH in the 3 nm cylinder, thus a
larger electric field drawing dispersed electrons radially
inward, and so faster collection via the third term in Eq.
(1). The time of exposure of those electrons to deep trap-
ping via the K1ene term in Eq. (1) is therefore smaller.
Accordingly the total density of deep-trapped electrons
(ned) and the corresponding complement of self-trapped
holes left near the core at the end is a strong function
of initial excitation density. Along with the nonlinear
quenching terms that also depend sensitively on these
radial distributions, this accounts for the main part of
intrinsic nonproportionality in alkali halide scintillators.

Self-trapped exciton formation via the Bnenh rate
term in Eq. (1) is set to zero during the 4-ps hot-electron
phase, based on direct observation by picosecond spec-
troscopy of STE formation in CsI8. According to those
experiments, electrons do not begin to be captured on
self-trapped holes until they have thermalized. A 4-ps
step function delay was built into our model using the pa-
rameter τhot (Section II). On the other hand, picosecond
absorption spectroscopy showed that electron capture on
Tl+ commences even during the hot electron phase8.
This too is contained in the model for thallium-doped
CsI (Subsection C in Section IV), although a theoretical
reason for the different rates of hot electron capture on
STH and Tl+ is not yet in hand. In the absence of ps
absorption spectroscopy on the deep defect electron cap-
ture, we have assumed that it is zero until after electron
thermalization similar to capture on STH. Thus because
of the way we have zeroed STE formation and deep defect
capture during electron thermalization, the areas under
the electron and hole distribution curves in frames (a) &
(c) and (b) & (d) of Fig. 4 are constant for the first 4 ps.

Going beyond 4 ps, capture on STH and defects com-
mences and it can be seen in frames (a,b) of Fig. 4
that the conduction electron population decreases sig-
nificantly in 10 to 50 ps depending on excitation den-
sity. The loss of conduction electrons in this model of
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FIG. 4. (Color Online) Undoped CsI at 295 K. Radial density distributions for low on-axis excitation density, 1018 e-h/cm3

(lower frames), and 100 x higher on-axis excitation density of 1020 e-h/cm3 (upper frames). Plotted are the azimuthally-
integrated densities of conduction electrons rne(r, t), self-trapped holes, rnh(r, t), self-trapped excitons, rN(r, t), and the
accumulated electrons trapped as deep defects, rned. The time after excitation for each plot is labeled on the frame near the
curve. The vertical scales are in units of 1016 nm/cm3
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undoped CsI is due to capture on STH to form STE and
capture on the deep defects. The capture of conduction
electrons on STH, converting them to STE, can be seen
directly as the decrease of STH (nh) population in frames
(c,d) of Fig. 4 and as the creation of STE (N) in frames
(e,f). The comparison of low and high excitation density
in frame pairs (a,b), (c,d), and (e,f) of Fig. 4 supports
the conclusion that the recombination of electrons and
holes to create (self-trapped) excitons in undoped CsI oc-
curs much faster at high excitation density than at low.
This has traditionally been attributed to the fact that
the Bnenh rate term is quadratic in excitation density of
electron-hole pairs. As excitation density increases, ex-
citon formation should become increasingly favored over
the linear rate of trapping on defects as pointed out by
Murray and Meyer59. But frames (a,b) and (c,d) of Fig.
4 show that the electrons are separated spatially from
the self-trapped holes in less than a picosecond during
hot electron diffusion, before exciton formation can oc-
cur. So there is more to it than just the bimolecular
rate term in a uniform distribution of electrons and holes.
The term that acts to restore overlap of electron and self-
trapped hole populations in undoped CsI is the current of
thermalized conduction electrons drawn back toward the
positive STH track core by the long-range electric field
of this approximate line charge of positive holes. The
line charge is screened by the widely dispersed electrons,
but they lie mostly outside the STH core so that there is
a very strong electric field experienced by the electrons
lying close to the core, diminishing farther out as screen-
ing charge builds radially. One can see this effect in Fig.
4(b), where the distribution of conduction electrons at
10 ps has its most probable radius shifted out from the
50 nm radius of thermalization at 4 ps to about 80 nm
at 10 ps. In the 6 picoseconds after thermalization, more
than half of the dispersed conduction electrons are drawn
back to the STH core by its electric field, and those come
predominantly from the ∼ 50 nm range nearest the core
where the screening of the STH core is small. The elec-
trons withdrawn to the track make the remaining elec-
tron population asymmetric with a maximum near 80 nm
and a lower population toward the track.

In Section II describing the rate equations, we com-
mented qualitatively that if exciton formation occurs at
a higher rate for higher excitation density, then compet-
ing nonradiative rate terms in the equations such as trap-
ping on deep defects will have less time of exposure to
the available conduction electrons and so the radiative
yield can be expected to rise. If so, we should see the
fraction of conduction electrons captured on deep traps
decrease as excitation density rises. Frames (g) and (h) of
Fig. 4 plotting the accumulated distribution of electrons
on deep traps shows this effect clearly. The fraction of
created electrons that are cumulatively captured on the
deep traps is approximately 5x smaller for on-axis ex-
citation density of 1020 e-h/cm3 than for 1018 e-h/cm3.
This is a strong expression of rising light yield as excita-
tion density increases. At the same time the competing

nonlinear quenching term of dipole-dipole transfer will be
quadratically stronger with increasing excitation density.
Commenting further on the trapped electron distribu-

tion in frame (g,h) of Fig. 4, we see that the radial dis-
tribution of trapped electrons for high excitation density
is asymmetric with a maximum near 80 nm and a lower
population toward the track, similar to the skewed con-
duction electron distribution and for the same reason.
A peak of defect-trapped electrons actually appears in
the central track core for high excitation density because
the many electrons drawn there and awaiting capture by
STH are also subject to capture by defects in that region.
The distribution of self-trapped holes in frames (c,d) of

Fig. 4 deserves comment on the effect of excitation den-
sity as well. We have already noted that the STH pop-
ulation decreases quickly at high excitation density be-
cause their cumulative electric field pulls back dispersed
electrons which recombine with the STHs to form STEs.
But because some electrons are trapped on deep defects
in undoped CsI, there will be a corresponding residual
population of STH that do not convert to STE. We can
see those in the populations remaining at 10 and 20 ns
in frames (c,d). The radial diffusion of self-trapped holes
is significantly enhanced at the higher excitation density.
Because the hot electrons disperse quickly to much larger
average radius than the self-trapped holes, there is a re-
pulsive electric field pushing the positive STH apart, and
the effect can be seen in frame (d). This becomes an im-
portant factor in the nonproportionality of CsI:Tl treated
in subsection C of Section IV. The STH diffuse outward
and recombine on a nanosecond with the electrons that
were captured on thallium as Tl0 in the first picosec-
onds in that material. In the presently discussed case of
undoped CsI, a similar process may occur as the STH
diffuse outward through the field of electrons trapped on
defects. If that is the source of the 425-nm defect lumi-
nescence in undoped CsI, its lifetime and yield should be
related to STH diffusion.

B. Undoped CsI at 100 K

1. Material parameters and proportionality

Table II presents the parameter values used in the cal-
culation that will be compared to experimental propor-
tionality and light yield data for undoped CsI at 100 K
measured by Moszynski et al26. The low-temperature
electron mobility in CsI is scaled from the room-
temperature mobility of Aduev et al49 using the formu-
lae of Ahrenkiel and Brown for temperature-dependent
mobility in KBr and KI.60 In the non-cryogenic temper-
ature regime where phonon scattering dominates, Ref.60

showed that the temperature dependence of their mea-
sured Hall mobility fit an exponential expression where
the semi-log slope parameter is proportional to the Debye
temperature. Using Debye temperatures for CsI, KI, and
KBr along with the Aduev49 room-temperature mobility
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of CsI to scale from the measured KBr and KI temper-
ature dependences, we estimate µe(100K) ≈ 31 cm2/Vs
in CsI. The thermalized electron diffusion coefficient De

is then given in terms of µe by the Einstein relation.
The diffusion coefficient Dh and mobility µh of self-

trapped holes in CsI at 100 K are calculated from the
thermally activated hopping rate following the references
and procedure used for room-temperature values in Refs.
34, 35, and 61. As remarked in regard to DE in Table I
following Refs. 50 and 61 the hopping rate of the STE
is about the same as for the STH, so DE ≈ Dh = 1.9 x
10−13cm2/s in Table II.
The STE radiative emission rate constant R1E at 100

K can be read from the temperature-dependence of STE
decay time plotted by Nishimura et al36. Their tem-
perature dependent luminescence spectra also confirm
that the STE emission becomes nearly pure 3.7-eV band
(Type II STE) from 100 K down to about 10 K, so
R1E at 100 K is the reciprocal of the 900-ns pure Type
II STE lifetime. The competing nonradiative STE de-
cay rate K1E must be small compared to R1E because

of the plateau in decay time36 and also the plateau in
light yield36,55,56 that is reached on cooling to 100 K. A
detailed look at the Amsler et al plot of temperature-
dependent light yield55 shows that the intensity at 100 K
is about 3% below the maximum at 80K. Temperature-
dependent light loss can come from temperature depen-
dence of defect trapping (see below) and thermal diffu-
sion of STEs to quenching sites as well as thermal quench-
ing of the STE itself (the latter two represented in K1E).
If we assume that all of the light loss is from theK1E rate,
its upper limit implied by the Amsler data is K1E ≈ 3.4
x 104 s−1 at 100 K. In some sense a more stringent limit
is placed by the very large absolute light yield measured
at 100 K and its implication (see discussion of Table I
above) that β is pushed even lower than 1.53 by any
light-loss channel. To accommodate the absolute light
yield measurement together with a reasonable β param-
eter, we have taken the “used”value as K1E = 0 in Table
II for 100 K. The “published”value based on the Am-
sler et al55 data is small as well and makes no noticeable
difference in the proportionality curve shape.

TABLE II. Parameters (and literature references or estimation methods) projected to T = 100 K for use in Eqs. (1-3) to
fit undoped CsI proportionality and light yield at 100 K. All other parameters needed for Eqs. (1-3) were kept at their
room-temperature value listed in Table I

Parameter Value Units Publ/Est Refs

µe 31 cm2/Vs 31 based on Refs. 36 and 60

De 0.27 cm2/s 0.27 D = µkT/e

µh 2.2 x 10−11 cm2/Vs 2.2 x 10−11 based on Refs. 34 and 35 eval. 100 K

Dh 1.9 x 10−13 cm2/s 1.9 x10−13 D = µkT/e

DE 1.9 x 10−13 cm2/s 1.9 x 10−13 DSTE ≈ DSTH per Refs. 50 and 61

R1E 1.1 x 106 s−1 1.1 x 106 Fig. 3 in Ref. 36 (100 K)

K1E 0 s−1 < 3 x 104 Ref. 55 STE thermal quench 100 K

K2E 1.6 x 10−16 t-1/2cm3s-1/2 0.16 x 0.8 x 10−15 scale from z scan in Ref. 9 R1E(100)/R1E (295) = 0.164

K1e 1.3 x 109 s−1 9x below K1e(295 K) - scale per Ref. 62; 2.4x fewer defects

Ei(norm) 200 keV cluster spatial distribution is the same as at 295 K

K3 4.5 x 10−29 cm6/s moderate T dependence33 but charge separation limits Auger

The dipole-dipole quenching rate constant K2E de-
scribes losses of self-trapped excitons that interact for
quite some time at close quarters in CsI at 100 K af-
ter electrons thermalize and regather at the line of holes
which persists on the track. Because of the resulting
importance of dipole-dipole quenching at low temper-
ature, it is prudent to understand if a temperature-
dependent trend of K2E can be estimated. The dipole-
dipole quenching rate constant K2E depends on the
square of the dipole matrix element and the spectral over-
lap of the emission and absorption lineshapes63. We do

not yet have complete enough data on the temperature-
dependent spectra of STE absorption and emission in CsI
to calculate the overlap variation, although ps absorption
spectroscopy toward this goal is underway in our labora-
tory. The other temperature dependent factor, change of
the magnitude of the dipole matrix element for emission,
can be estimated for CsI from the temperature depen-
dence of the radiative emission rate R1E . The radiative
rate constant in simple excited states is usually indepen-
dent of temperature. But Nishimura et al36 have shown
that the STE in CsI has communicating populations of
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FIG. 5. (Color Online) The solid square points show the cal-
culated proportionality curve (electron response) at 100 K
using the-low temperature parameters of Table II along with
balance of parameters kept unchanged from Table I as dis-
cussed in the text. The model curve is overlaid on the experi-
mental gamma yield spectra (open squares) of proportionality
in undoped high-purity CsI (sample B) at 100 K measured by
Moszynski et al26. The data of Fig. 3 for undoped CsI(SG)
at room temperature are shown as open triangles for compar-
ison.

on-center and off-center STE28, that come into thermal
equilibrium above 250 K with a single effective lifetime
dominated by the fast on-center STE radiative rate. The
ratio R1E(100 K) / R1E(295 K) = 0.164, is adopted as
the approximate scaling factor for K2E(100 K) relative
to K2E(295 K).

The deep defect trapping rate constant K1e was a fit-
ting variable for the 295 K data, but for the modeling of
100 K data we have scaled K1e(100 K) from the room-
temperature experiment as follows: Best fit of undoped
CsI at 295 K yielded the parameter value K1e ≈ 2.7
x 1010 s−1. There are two reasons that the parameter
K1e can be expected to decrease for the modeling of the
Moszynski et al.26 sample B at 100 K. One reason is that
the sample B seems to have had remarkably low con-
centration of defects. If we only take into account the
425 nm defect luminescence band in Fig. 2 as an indi-
cator of defect concentration in the SGC sample relative
to Moszynski sample B, the SGC sample has about 30%
higher defect concentration. The 550 nm band is harder
to use for comparison because the photodetectors used
in the two studies had different red sensitivity. Based on
a comparison of fast to total ratios we have used an es-
timated factor of 2.4 more total deep defects in the SGC
sample relative to Moszynski sample B. See Appendix C.

In addition, there can be a temperature dependence
of the capture rate constant K1e. The first-principles
calculation of carrier capture rate versus temperature by

Alkauskas, Yan, and Van de Walle62 was applied in wide-
gap semiconductor systems such as hole capture on the
negatively charged center CN in GaN. In that case since
the capturing center is coulombically attractive to the
carrier, the calculated capture rate attains a minimum
value near 100 K and then rises by about a factor 4 as
the temperature rises to 295 K. If the defect center is
neutral instead, their results for GaN indicated that the
temperature dependence is larger, increasing by a factor
of approximately 9 from 100 K up to 295 K. Calculations
of the temperature-dependent capture rate of electrons
on F and F+ iodine vacancy centers in CsI by the same
method, as well as capture on self-trapped holes and on
Tl+ ions in CsI, are in progress.64 However since defi-
nite results on CsI have not been obtained yet, we have
reasoned by analogy to the temperature dependence of
carrier capture in GaN that the upper range of expected
reduction ofK1e on going from SGC undoped CsI (295K)
to Moszynski B undoped CsI (100 K) could be a factor
1/(2.4 x 9) = 1/21 allowing for both sample-dependence
and temperature-dependence. With this scaling factor,
we estimate K1e = 1.3 x 109 s−1 for the electron capture
rate on deep defects in Table II for modeling Moszynski
sample B at 100 K.

The last two parameters in Table II are assigned the
same values used at 295 K. Most such parameters are not
listed in Table II, but these two are worthy of comment
on why they are left the same. As we have noted, ex-
perimental proportionality curves are usually normalized
to unity at 662 keV, whereas the energy at which this
model is normalized is another parameter, Ei(norm). If
indeed Ei(norm) marks the approximate transition from
independent STH clusters to cooperative STH clusters
attracting electrons from their far-flung locations reached
at the end of thermalization, it should not change much
with temperature or doping since the spacing of energy
deposition clusters should not be strongly dependent on
either of those variables. To test this hypothesis, we set
Ei(norm) fixed at the same 200 keV value already deter-
mined by fitting undoped CsI at 295 K.

Theoretically, the Auger rate constant K3 is also tem-
perature dependent, generally decreasing at low temper-
ature along with the occupation of phonons that can par-
ticipate in indirect Auger transitions.33. Considering the
comparison of direct and phonon-assisted Auger rates in
the work of McAllister et al33 on NaI, and basing relative
populations of zone-boundary phonons at 100 K and 295
K on a Debye temperature model similar to that used
in Ref. 60, we estimate from the direct/indirect ratio
of Ref. 33 that the Auger rate constant in NaI would
decrease by a factor 4 at most on changing temperature
from 295 K to 100 K. As can be seen in the radial distri-
bution plots, the present transport model shows that the
spatial separation of hot free electrons from self-trapped
holes is so rapid (<1 ps) that the practical importance
of free-carrier Auger recombination is very limited. To
avoid unnecessary complexity in this early testing of tem-
perature dependence in the model, and recognizing that
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there remains at present an order-of-magnitude disagree-
ment between theoretical33 and experimental9 values of
the Auger rate constant in NaI, we have not attempted
to predict the change of K3 with temperature. In Table
II we assign it the room-temperature value measured in
Ref. 9.
Figure 5 compares the calculated proportionality curve

(electron response) at 100 K, shown by solid square
points, overlaid on the experimental gamma yield spectra
of proportionality in undoped high-purity CsI (sample B)
at 100 K measured by Moszynski et al26 (open squares).
We can see that the model has shifted from approx-

imate match of the upward trending data at 295 K to
a surprisingly good match with the downward trending
data at 100 K in the applicability range below 200 keV.
All material parameters were either scaled by physical ar-
guments for temperature and the sample defect content
relative to the 295 K experiment & model, or were kept at
the 295 K values in a hypothesis that some parameters do
not have a big impact by their temperature dependence.
The fit appears too good in the sense that perfect overlap
of calculated electron response and measured gamma re-
sponse is not expected. It is generally found that gamma
response proportionality curves resemble the shape of
corresponding electron response curves for a given ma-
terial and conditions, but the gamma response curve ap-
pears as if shifted to higher energy on the horizontal scale
of (logarithmic) energy. (See Appendix B)
The experimental data in Fig. 5 make a nearly hori-

zontal line above about 60 keV. The model actually in-
troduces a downward slope beginning above about 100
keV and falling distinctly below the data above the 200
keV normalization point. As noted previously, we believe
that this is an artifact from applying the cylinder approx-
imation in the model at energies above 200 keV where
the discontinuous deposits of excitation clusters begin to
act independently of one another in regard to long-range
collection of electrons back toward self-trapped holes.

2. Population distributions and the luminescence
mechanism

Using the same format established in the previous sub-
section, Fig. 6 plots radial distributions at specified times
for paired low and high excitation densities of 1018 e-
h/cm3 and 1020 e-h/cm3 on-axis for modeled undoped
CsI at 100 K with the material parameters of Table II.
The high density frame (b) for electrons in Fig. 6 at

100 K looks much like the corresponding high density
frame (b) of Fig. 4 at 295 K. The 10 ps curve for conduc-
tion electron distribution is about a factor of two lower at
100 K and the small peak of conduction electrons over-
lapping the STH core at 3 nm is about a factor of two
higher at 100 K, all suggesting qualitatively that there is
faster collection of conduction electrons in the field of the
STH due to the higher electron mobility at low tempera-
ture. The conduction electron population decreases due

both to capture on STH and capture on defects. Com-
pare frames (g,h) of the two figures showing cumulative
distribution of electrons trapped on defects at 100 K with
those at 295 K. A dramatically smaller fraction of elec-
trons is captured on deep defects at low temperature for
high density. (Notice that the vertical scales of (g) and
(h) in Fig. 6 are in a much different ratio than the factor
of 100 that should be expected if defect trapping were
simply proportional to e-h excitation. The azimuthally-
integrated distributions of defect-trapped electrons are
seen to be small fractions of the e-h distributions at 100
K. The reason for less defect trapping is shared by the
higher mobility of electrons and the lower cross sections of
defects as discussed in connection with Table II.) At low
excitation density the light yield is correspondingly en-
hanced at 100 K by this effect in addition to less thermal
quenching of the STE. The rate equations express compe-
titions between various terms, and faster rates dominate
the yield.

Fig. 6(a) for low density excitation at 100 K does not
appear even qualitatively similar to the corresponding
frame of Fig. 4 at 295 K after about 10 ps. With fewer
positive STH on axis to pull in the dispersed electrons,
the electrons have more time to diffuse in an electric field
of the STH core that is evidently of marginal importance
in influencing the direction of diffusion. Because of the
higher diffusion coefficient at 100 K, a substantial number
of the electrons simply escape to larger radius as shown
in Fig. 6(a), and become trapped there as seen in frame
(g). Noting the vertical scale factors, comparison of the
number of trapped electrons in frames (g) of Figs. 6 and
4 shows that even at low excitation density the success of
exciton formation versus trapping on defects is improved
at 100 K relative to 295 K in undoped CsI.

Comparison of frames (c,d) of Figs. 6 and 4 for self-
trapped holes at the two temperatures shows as expected
that STH diffusion and the electric field enhancement of
it at high excitation density are both negligible at 100 K.
Comparison of the 10 ps curves at low and high density in
Fig. 6(e,f) confirms visually that the STH convert more
rapidly to STE at high density than at low by drawing
in the dispersed electrons more quickly and then having
a higher bimolecular rate of electron-hole recombination.
Conversely, it is the lower rate of this electron attraction
and conversion to STE at low excitation density which
allowed the diffusion of thermalized electrons to large ra-
dius in Fig. 6(a). At high excitation density in frame
(f), the STE population has reached its maximum at 10
ps and thereafter begins to decay. This enhanced decay
rate at high density may be attributed mainly to dipole-
dipole quenching in the 10-100 picosecond time range.
As the figure shows, the reconstructed STE are tightly
confined to the initial track radius because that is where
the STH reside, and their diffusion is very slow at 100 K.
Even though the electrons were dispersed to large radius
initially while hot electrons, they return very quickly (10
ps) to reconstruct the original track as shown. Despite
wide dispersal of the hot electrons, the STE finally form
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FIG. 6. (Color Online) Undoped CsI at 100 K. Radial density distributions for low on-axis excitation density, 1018 e-h/cm3

(lower frames), and 100 x higher on-axis excitation density of 1020 e-h/cm3 (upper frames). Plotted are the azimuthally-
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at the STH which retain the memory of the initial track.
The high density of excitons in this quickly reconstructed
track leads to enhanced dipole-dipole quenching at low
temperature, which one can see in the experimental data
and in the modeled proportionality. The enhancement of
the amount of dipole-dipole quenching relative to what
should be expected at higher temperature has at least
two origins. The electrons at low temperature survive
against trapping better and so create a higher density
of STEs when captured in the track core, and the STEs
live longer at low temperature and so experience more
nonlinear quenching.

C. Thallium-doped CsI at room temperature

1. Material parameters and proportionality

Table III displays the additional rate constants and
transport parameters used in Eqs. (4-6) for trapped elec-

trons, trapped holes, and trapped excitons in predicting
the proportionality (electron response) of CsI:Tl (0.082
mole%) at room temperature. All of the parameters used
in Eqs. (1-3) retain their host parameter values shown
in Table I for the pure CsI host when the model is ap-
plied to CsI:Tl. K1e is the exception because the defect
concentratons can change upon doping.

TABLE III. Additional rate constants and transport properties used in Eqs. (4-6) when modeling CsI:Tl at 295K.

Parameter Value Units Publ/Est References and Notes

S1e 3.3 x 1011 s−1 3.3 x 1011 ps absorption ref 8

S1h 9.9 x 107 s−1 2 x 106 varied ratio to S1e from Eq. (11)

S1E 9.9 x 107 s−1 equated to S1h

R1Et 1.7 x 106 s−1 1.7 x 106 Tl∗ lifetime 575 ns from Hamada ref 65

Uet(Eq.1a) 7.1 x 105 s−1 7.1 x 105 Tl0 decay time 1.4µs Gridin ref 66

Det/De 2.2 x 10−6 2.2 x 10−6 scaled by UTl0/S1e factor

µet/µe 2.2 x 10−6 2.2 x 10−6 scaled by UTl0/S1e factor

Btt/B 2.2 x 10−6 2.2 x 10−6 scaled by UTl0/S1e factor

Ket/K1e 2.2 x 10−6 2.2 x 10−6 scaled by UTl0/S1e factor

K1e 2.7 x 1010 s−1 same as CsI; note that K1e scales K1et

Bet 2.5 x 10−7 cm3/s assumed same as B

Bht 2.5 x 10−7 cm3/s assumed same as B

K2Et 1.4 x 10−14 t-1/2cm3s-1/2 1.7 x 10−15 variable, z scan in CsI:Tl ref 9

The first 3 rates in Table III are the S1x-type en-
ergy storage rate constants for electron, hole, and exciton
capture on Tl+ at the measured concentration of 0.082
mole%. The electron capture rate S1e is the value mea-
sured by picosecond absorption spectroscopy in CsI:Tl at
0.07 mole% (0.3 wt% in melt)8. According to those ex-
periments, electron capture on Tl starts from time zero
and proceeds while the electrons are hot, in contrast to
electron capture on STH, which was shown to exhibit a 4
ps delay of onset when the electron energy started 3 eV
above the conduction band minimum.

The capture rate S1h of self-trapped holes on Tl+ to
form Tl++ was scaled from S1e by the velocity ratio im-
plied in Eq. (11) relating capture cross section and car-
rier velocity to the capture rate constant. In this case
of electron and hole capture on Tl+, the concentration
of the trap is exactly the same in both cases. The cap-
ture cross sections were hypothesized to be of the same
order of magnitude or closer for electrons and holes since
Tl+ is a lattice-neutral trap for both carriers. Following
the earlier discussion of K1e, K1h, the relevant thermal
velocities for S1h and S1e are those of self-trapped holes
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and conduction electrons, respectively, which are in the
ratio of about 6 x 10−6 at room temperature in CsI. Thus
the estimated value is S1h = 2 x 106 s−1 by scaling from
S1e. The value for best fit of proportionality data was
S1h = 9.9 x 107 s−1.

We have chosen S1E (capture of a self-trapped exciton
at a Tl+ activator) equal to S1h for capture of a self-
trapped hole on Tl+. The thermal velocities estimated
from jump rate times average jump length for STH and
STE in alkali iodides are about the same.50,61 The param-
eter S1E has little effect in fitting proportionality because
the population of STEs free of thallium is very small in
Tl-doped CsI, mainly due to the enormous trapping rate
S1e of electrons on thallium as measured in ps absorption
experiments.

Continuing in Table III, the radiative rate of an STE
trapped on Tl+, R1Et, is the reciprocal of the pub-
lished T+∗ lifetime measured in CsI by direct uv ex-
citation of Tl65. The next 4 parameters in the ta-
ble are the effective values for electron diffusion coef-
ficient, electron mobility, bimolecular recombination of
electrons from Tl0 with holes trapped as Tl++ and
deep defect trapping of electrons while untrapped from
Tl0. As discussed in Section II, the reason for using
these effective time-averaged transport and capture co-
efficients to represent the trapped electrons on Tl0 is
to avoid the computational expense of handling short
time steps for free electrons simultaneously with long
time steps for trapped electrons. The trapped-electron
coefficients subscripted with “t”are set as a ratio to
the free-electron value of the corresponding parameter:
Det/De, µet/µe, Btt/Bt,K1et/K1e. All of the ratios have
the same value, because all four of the listed parame-
ters with subscript t refer to time averaged transport or
capture of trapped electrons that are inactive and immo-
bile during most of their existence and can diffuse, move
in electric fields, or be captured on a different site only
during the short fraction of time that the carrier is ther-
mally freed to the conduction band. By this reasoning,
the four parameter ratios in the second grouping in Ta-
ble III are described by just one parameter, which is the
ratio of free to trapped electron lifetime in CsI:Tl (0.082
mole%), calculated as follows.

The value for Uet = 7.1 x 105 s−1 in Table III is the
reciprocal of the Tl0 lifetime at room temperature, 1.4
x 10−6 s, as given in the thesis of S. Gridin66. Gridin
also measured thermoluminescence data and deduced the
activation energy for electron release from Tl0 in CsI:Tl
as EA = 0.28 eV and the attempt frequency as s = 3.3 x
1010 s−1.66 These parameters yield a room-temperature
untrapping rate Uet = 4.5 x 105 s−1. The rate constant
Uet does not appear directly in the rate equations for
reasons discussed in Section II, but the ratio Uet/K1e

determines the fraction of time that an electron trapped
as Tl0 spends in the conduction band.

The last 4 parameters in Table III include the cap-
ture rate of conduction electrons on deep defects, K1e.
K1e in Table I was determined by fitting proportionality

in undoped CsI and is kept at this value in Table III.
Next within the last four parameters, the 2nd order rate
constants for recombination of thallium-trapped carriers
with the partner untrapped carrier (Bet and Bht) were
assumed to have the same values as for the corresponding
rate constants of free carriers and excitons. Dipole-dipole
quenching of STEs involved in energy transfer and of
thallium-trapped STEs in CsI:Tl are together described
by the 2nd order quenching rate constant K2Et which has
been measured by laser interband z-scan experiments.9

In summary, the parameters in Table III that were al-
lowed to vary for best fit are S1h and K2Et. The values of
Ei(norm) and K1e for the host crystal in Table I remain
the same as pure CsI. In this sense there are two fitting
parameters for CsI:Tl.

We have treated S1h as a fitting parameter, even
though its expected value was estimated based on the
discussion of Eq. (11), as listed in the “publ/est”column
of Table III. The reason for allowing it to vary was that
we were unable to obtain a good fit with the estimated
S1h, but noticed that a 30x larger S1h could give a reason-
able fit. The other parameters in Table III were held at
their estimated values (hence not regarded as fitting pa-
rameters), while only S1h and K2Et were allowed to vary
near their estimated / measured values, respectively, for
good fit. Among the parameters held fixed at estimated
values was Bet, where the term Betnetnh is the rate of
recombination of STH (nh) with electrons trapped as Tl0

(net). This is one of the two main fates for STH in CsI:Tl,
the other being capture on Tl+ to create Tl++ at the rate
S1hnh. Capture of free electrons by STH is a main term
in undoped CsI, but in CsI:Tl the results in Fig. 10 show
it to be a relatively minor third channel because there are
very few free electrons in the presence of Tl doping. The
summary point is that Bet and S1h are the rate constants
governing the main two competing channels for capture
of STH in CsI:Tl. If one of these rate constants is varied
without varying the other, the relative contributions of
(STH + Tl0) and (Tl0 released electron + Tl++) will be
strongly affected. If both are varied together, the rel-
ative contributions of these two routes for STH capture
and eventual Tl* emission will at least remain in balance.

Against this background, we realized after completion
of the work presented here that the estimate given in Ta-
ble III for Bet (only) failed to take Eq. (11) into account
and was thus too large. Taking Bet too large essentially
forced the fitting parameter S1h to assume a value 30x
larger than its estimated value, if the balance of STH
capture channels discussed just above was to be main-
tained. An alternative parameter choice that also results
in a reasonable fit of the proportionality data is to let
Bet be the variable fitting parameter rather than S1h,
which would in this case be fixed at the value in the
“publ/est”column of Table III, not 30x larger. With off-
setting parameters like S1h and Bet, there remains some
arbitrariness in choosing which to fix and which to vary.
But there is more information available about this pair
of parameters (i.e. their “balance”as noted) than would
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correspond to just declaring both as free fitting parame-
ters. Resolving the arbitrariness should be helped when
the model is required in ongoing work to fit the decay-
time components in CsI:Tl, their relative strengths, and
total light yield (see also next paragraph). This work is
underway, and should become an example of how uncer-
tainties remaining in the current model parameters will
be restricted as more kinds of data are fitted, not just
proportionality.
Figure 7 shows with solid diamond points the calcu-

lated proportionality curve (electron response) using the
combined parameters of Tables I and III in the Eqs. (1-
7) for 0.082 mole% thallium-doped CsI at room temper-
ature. The model curve is overlaid on the Compton-
coincidence experimental proportionality curve of CsI:Tl
(0.082 mole%) at 295 K shown by the open diamonds.
The data for undoped CsI are reproduced in this figure as
open triangles for comparison. The Compton-coincidence
measurements for both the CsI and CsI:Tl samples were
done in close succession on the same apparatus as de-
scribed in Section III. All the model curves are normal-
ized to unity at 200 keV, for reasons already discussed
regarding the validity ranges of the cylinder and cluster
track approximations. The room temperature light yield
of CsI:Tl at 662 keV is 54,000 ph/MeV from the Saint-
Gobain data sheet51. The model predicts lower absolute
light yield of 26,000 ph/MeV at 662 keV (somewhat too
low because of the cylinder approximation breakdown)
and about 28,000 ph/MeV at 200 keV.
Comparison of the experimental proportionality curves

for undoped and Tl-doped CsI in Fig. 7 supports a gen-
eral conclusion that Tl doping makes the response more
proportional. On the one hand a difference in propor-
tionality should not be surprising given what the model
is demonstrating about the quite different recombination
paths leading to STE emitters and Tl* emitters in the
two systems, but on the other hand finding that CsI:Tl in
fact has the flatter proportionality suggests looking again
[e.g. Gwin and Murray ref. 38] for a Tl concentration
at which the proportionality might be optimized, and
for a careful study of modeled proportionality through
the transition from “undoped”to doped material. This
model could be a tool for understanding detailed effects
of activator concentration.

2. Population distributions and the luminescence
mechanism

Glancing visually at the proportionality data and its
model fit in Fig. 7, one might judge that the thallium
doping produced a set of physical phenomena and rates
about midway between those occurring in undoped CsI
at the two temperatures of 295 K and 100 K. The hump is
about half the size as in undoped CsI at the same temper-
ature of 295 K, so it might be suggested that there is only
a moderate change in the physical processes because of
one or more things going to half or twice their rates and
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FIG. 7. (Color Online) Solid diamonds plot the calculated
proportionality curve (electron response) using the combined
parameters of Tables I and III for 0.082 mole% thallium-doped
CsI at room temperature inserted in the model of Eqs. (1-
7). The model curve is overlaid on the Compton-coincidence
experimental proportionality curve of CsI:Tl (0.082 mole%)
at 295 K shown by the open diamonds. The experimental
data for undoped CsI (295K) are reproduced in this figure by
open triangles for comparison.

ranges. But such an impression is qualitatively wrong!
As we shall see while considering the spatial and time pro-
files of various carriers, capture locations, and recombina-
tion events with and without thallium, the route to light
emission takes dramatically different paths in undoped
and Tl-activated CsI. The marvel really is that the pro-
portionality curves at room temperature end up looking
as similar as they do! But in at least one sense, it seems
that there may be a fundamental reason for the similarity
of proportionality curves for CsI and CsI:Tl after all. It
lies in the existence of a track core of low-mobility self-
trapped holes interacting electrostatically with electrons
that were widely dispersed during an initial hot-electron
phase. In pure CsI, the thermalized electrons are mobile
conduction electrons, while in CsI:Tl, they are mostly
trapped on Tl+ to form Tl0. Many of the same basic
interactions including charge separation and then attrac-
tive recombination of charge-separated carriers to form
light-emitting excitons (free or activator-trapped) go on
in the two systems. In CsI:Tl, some of these processes go
on at a much slower rate because the carriers are trapped
most of the time. This longer time scale allows compet-
ing processes to become more significant and means that
self-trapped hole diffusion, although slow, can become an
important factor.

The radial distribution plots from modeling CsI:Tl at
295 K with the parameters in Table III are shown in Figs.
8, 9 and 10. The plots that are shown were calculated for
the on-axis excitation density of 1019 e-h/cm3, mid-way
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on a logarithmic scale between the high and low densi-
ties compared above for undoped samples. Figure 8(a)
displays the azimuthally-integrated conduction electron
density rne. The initial distribution in the 3-nm track
is seen going off scale vertically on the left at t = 0 ps.
The next distribution at t = 1 ps catches the hot elec-
trons in outward flight as before. The curve for t = 4
ps is peaked near 50 nm as in the undoped samples, but
it is already greatly diminished in area because electron
trapping on the thallium dopant proceeds with a 3 ps
time constant measured in the picosecond absorption ex-
periments discussed earlier8. By 10 ps, free conduction
electrons are no longer visible on this plot. Figure 8(b)
plotting electrons trapped as Tl0 (rne) shows where the
electrons are going; they have been immobilized on this
short time scale in a distribution of Tl0 = net peaking
at about 20 nm radius. In contrast, the dispersed elec-
trons in the undoped crystal remained free until they
were pulled back to the STH core to form STEs, or were
trapped in deep defects. This establishes an important
difference between radially dispersed mobile conduction
electrons and radially dispersed trapped electrons on the
Tl activator as effective starting points for recombination
in pure CsI versus CsI:Tl. We have not tried, other than
by color online, to associate a time with each curve in
Fig. 8(b) because these same data are replotted in Fig.
9 on expanded scales so the labeling can be more clearly
applied.

The distribution of electrons trapped by Tl+ dopant
as Tl0 (density net) is shown in Fig. 9 with an expanded
scale focused on 0 to 25 nm and divided into two time
groups, 0 to 15 ns in frame (a) and 15 ns to 10 µs in (b)
Theses plots show clearly what was stated in the para-
graph above, that the peak of the trapped electron distri-
bution is at 20 nm in contrast to the peak of thermalized
electrons at 50 nm in undoped CsI. This expresses what
was built into the model on the basis of the picosecond
absorption experiments showing that hot electrons are
captured on Tl+, with an exponential trapping time of
3 ps, that is shorter than the conduction electron ther-
malization time. Thus some of the hot electrons are cap-
tured by Tl+ “in flight”on their way out toward what
would have been the 50 nm distance of thermalization.
This has the practical consequence of keeping Tl-trapped
electrons close to the STH core and thus affecting the
probability of recombination by STH diffusion and elec-
tron de-trapping from Tl+ in the plots below.

In Fig. 9(a), one can see the captured electron distri-
butions growing at 1 ps and 4 ps, both starting up from
the origin with nonzero slope. Then proceeding forward
from 10 ps through 15 ns, one sees a steep initial slope
eating into the otherwise stable and extended distribu-
tion of trapped electrons (Tl0). In the central core the
STH population (nht) and the Tl-trapped electrons (net)
intermingle in the same space. Where the densities are
highest trapped electrons and holes are closest to one
another and hole diffusion to create STEs on neighbor-
ing trapped electrons takes less time. The result is that
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FIG. 8. (Color Online) CsI:Tl 295 K. Radial density distribu-
tions for (a) the azimuthally-integrated conduction electron
density rne(r, t) and (b) the thallium-trapped electron den-
sity rnet(r, t) both for an original on-axis excitation density of
1019 e-h/cm3. Times after the original excitation are shown
in the plots. The vertical scales are in units of 1016 nm/cm3

trapped electrons are eliminated first in the middle and
the time to elimination increases as the radius increases.
We see this effect as an increase in the point where the
trapped electron distribution begins. This transforma-
tion eliminates trapped electrons from the center outward
through about 1 nsec even though the shape of the hole
distribution changes little in this time frame.

Figure 10 provides radial plots for additional entities.
Comparing the thallium trapped electrons just viewed to
the plot of STH (nh) distribution in Fig. 10(a) confirms
that to 1 nsec the hole population is essentially stationary
but between 1 and 15 nsec the hole distribution has ex-
panded radially outward and now this progressing front
of holes is consuming trapped electrons and converting
them to trapped excitons. At any given time in this
range, the tail of the STH radial distribution coincides
with the initial rise of the steep slope in the Tl0 distri-
bution; i.e. the STH are diffusing out and recombining
with Tl0 to create the emitting centers, excited Tl*, rep-
resented as trapped density Nt in Fig.10(d). This is a
very graphic illustration of how STH diffusion controls
the rate of creation of excited thallium activator in the
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FIG. 9. (Color Online) CsI:Tl 295 K. Expanded view of the
radial Tl-trapped electron density distributions rnet(r) shown
first in Fig. 8 but here shown from 0 to 25 nm with curves
divided into two groups, 0 to 15 ns in frame (a) and 15 ns
to 10 µs in (b). This is the distribution of electrons trapped
by Tl+ dopant to form Tl0 The vertical scales are in units of
1016 nm/cm3

nanosecond time range. This rate of creation and the
575 ns lifetime of the Tl* excited state are expected to
bring about the rising part of the fast 650 ns emission in
CsI:Tl. Within 100 ns, the STH population plotted as
rnh in Fig. 10(a) has decreased to a level indistinguish-
able from the baseline, consumed both in recombination
with Tl0 and in trapping as Tl++ (nht), shown in Fig.
10(b).
Once the diffusing STH are gone, the curves for times

of 100 ns and longer take on a different radial profile as
seen in Fig 9(b). The steep edge softens as the distribu-
tion of Tl0 shifts by de-trapping of electrons from Tl0,
diffusing back toward the origin, drawn there by attrac-
tion of the positive track core of Tl++. It can be seen
that the 1 µs curve of Tl-trapped electrons (Tl0) in Fig.
9 develops a peak near the track core due to this influ-
ence, and then decays substantially up to 10 µs as recom-
bination of the untrapped Tl0 electrons with the Tl++

occurs to produce a later stage of Tl* and consequent
light. This constitutes the 3-µs decay time component
of CsI:Tl. From the 10-µs curve, one can see that the
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FIG. 10. (Color Online) CsI:Tl 295 K. Radial density dis-
tributions for (a) rnh self-trapped holes, (b) rnht Tl-trapped
holes, (c) rN self-trapped excitons, (d) Nt Tl-trapped ex-
citons, (e) STH +Tl0 self-trapped holes combining with Tl
that has already trapped and electron and (f) Tl0 + Tl++

Tl-trapped holes migrating to combine with Tl0 all for an
original excitation density of 1019 e-h/cm3.The vertical scales
are in units of 1016 nm/cm3

collection of de-trapped Tl0 electrons is accelerated for
the close ones, where the electric field of the track core is
relatively unscreened, whereas the distant ones represent
a growing proportion of the radial distribution of elec-
trons stored as Tl0. They will contribute to afterglow
or simply find defect traps at longer times. Again, this
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graphically associates different radial portions of the hot
dispersed and then trapped electrons with different iden-
tified decay time components of the emission in CsI:Tl.

Figure 10(a) shows the distribution of self-trapped
holes at density rnh. The population remains constant
out to 4 ps because the model prevents electron cap-
ture on STH until after electron thermalization in keep-
ing with picosecond absorption experiments8. It then de-
creases only slowly for the following nanosecond, because
there are almost no free electrons for recombination, and
the STH must diffuse to find electrons trapped on Tl0

or to become trapped as Tl++. Only a small number of
STH remain at 15 ns and virtually none at 100 ns.

Figure 10(b) shows the evolving distribution of Tl++

(density nht). It grows monotonically up to 100 ns by
trapping of STH on Tl+. From the nh plot in frame (a)
we have just seen that the STH population is exhausted
at 100 ns. From that time on, the Tl++ population de-
creases slowly by recombination with electrons released
from Tl0 to produce light emitting Tl*, with about 2/3
of the maximum Tl++ population remaining at 10 µs.
Those will contribute to afterglow or be caught on deeper
defect traps at longer time.

Figure 10(c) shows the distribution of self-trapped ex-
citons not associated with activators. The main comment
here is that they are confined to about 4 nm radius and
that the STE population is roughly 3 times smaller than
that of Tl*. This does not mean that STE emission will
be 0.3 times the intensity of Tl* emission, because the
STE population is subject to strong thermal quenching.
With quenching taken into account, this STE population
will hardly produce any observable luminescence at room
temperature, in agreement with observation.

Figure 10(d) shows the evolution in time of the distri-
bution of excitons trapped on thallium, or simply excited
Tl* (density rNt). This is the state mainly responsible
for emission of light in CsI:Tl and can be formed by re-
combination of STH with Tl0, capture of STE on Tl+, or
capture of an electron (free or released from Tl0) on T++.
We see the earliest distribution of Tl* at 10 ps as a nearly
symmetric peak versus radius. This 10-ps distribution
qualifies as “prompt”creation of Tl*. Going forward in
time to 50 ps and 1 ns, the peak becomes asymmetric
as the frontier of STH + Tl0 recombinations moves out-
ward. This is the beginning of the observable slow rise
of the fast 650 ns component of Tl* emission in CsI:Tl.
At 15 ns and 100 ns, the addition of Tl* population at
the frontier of diffusing STH continues, but radiative de-
cay of the whole population has also started (with 575
ns lifetime65). Up to this point the radial distribution of
Nt (Tl*) results almost entirely from the recombination
of STH with Tl0 as clearly indicated by the shapes of the
curves in Figs.10(d,f). Going forward still more to 1 µs
and 10 µs, the frontier stops moving outward because the
STH population is exhausted. A peak emerges near the
track core as electrons start to be untrapped from Tl0 on
the µs time scale and are drawn in by the positive charge
of Tl++ [frame (b)] near the track core. The rate of light

emission from Tl* is just R1EtNt, where R1Et = 1/(575
ns) is the radiative decay rate of Tl*. We will discuss
sources and losses of the Tl* (Nt) population below. Sep-
arating the components in time, it is possible to deduce
predictions of proportionality of each of the spatial and
decay-time components. This should allow comparison
of the model to the decay-time associated proportional-
ity measurements reported by Syntfeld-Kazuch et al67 in
a future publication.
Figure 10(e) & (f) plot two time-integrated source

terms contributing to the population Nt (Tl*), specif-
ically the third and fourth terms of Eq. (6) for the
thallium-trapped exciton population Nt. The solution
of Eq. (6) as plotted in Fig. 10(d) includes the effects of
loss terms for radiative decay and dipole-dipole quench-
ing, but one can readily see qualitative correspondence
between the radial distributions in Figs. 10(e,f) and
the several humps in Fig. 10(d) representing identifiable
physical processes and their spatial locations contribut-
ing to the Tl* excited state that emits light.
As we’ve mentioned, the plot in Figure 10(e) can be

considered as a source of the fast (650 ns) scintillation
in CsI:Tl, while the graphs for 1 and 10 µs in Figs.
10(d,f) indicate the source of the middle (3 µs) decay
time component of scintillation in CsI:Tl at room tem-
perature, probably including components of afterglow.
Experiments are available that show for particular dop-
ing levels and experimental conditions that the fast com-
ponent accounts for about 75% of the light and the 3-µs
component accounts for about 25% of the light68,69. At-
tempting to reproduce these relative magnitudes of emis-
sion taking into account the Tl* formation rates and the
decay kinetics will constitute a more rigorous additional
test of the model and especially the material parameters
that enter it.
The rate of recombination of free conduction electrons

with Tl++ according to the rate term Bhtnenht is found
to be negligible because the Tl++ form slowly (see Fig.
10(b)) and the free electrons don’t last very long in the
presence of Tl+. Also, electron trapping on deep defects
becomes nearly negligible when thallium is present, be-
cause the thallium is at higher concentration than typical
defects and is a very good electron trap. The point is that
deep electron traps are so overwhelmed by the efficient
and numerous thallium traps in CsI:Tl (0.082%), that
they barely become populated on the scintillation time
scale of 10 µs. Their effect on proportionality is greatly
reduced in CsI:Tl compared to undoped CsI.

V. CONCLUSIONS

From the outset, the system of coupled transport and
rate equations that we proposed for analyzing recombi-
nation luminescence in electron tracks is plausible and is
likely general enough to apply in a wide range of materi-
als used as scintillators if one can express the transport
and capture coefficients properly for hot carriers as well
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as thermalized ones. Criticism could be made regarding
omitted rate terms, which we tried to distinguish on the
basis of whether they are likely to affect light emission
within scintillator gate widths of 10 µs or less. Criti-
cism could also be made of the cylinder track approxi-
mation, but the results of the model itself have pointed
quantitatively to the range of validity of the cylinder
versus independent cluster approximation (≤ 200 keV),
along with the related empirical observation that above
200 keV the proportionality of scintillators in general be-
comes nearly flat at the value associated with 662 keV. At
the higher energies, excitation clusters act independently
to try to electrostatically recover their own dispersed hot
electrons, while at the lower energies they act in concert
as a line of positive charges with increasing success as
the long-range potential of a line charge becomes better
realized by clusters spaced closer than the mean radial
range of hot electrons. The interesting (and technologi-
cally troublesome) nonproportionality features generally
occur below 200 keV, where the cylinder approximation
is adequate and provides computational economy along
with conceptual clarity in representing the complex inter-
play of populations in spatial, temporal, and excitation-
density coordinates. This study of CsI under different
temperature and doping conditions is intended as a first
validation test toward the goal of qualifying an agile com-
putational model for studying particle track recombina-
tion processes in many materials including dopant, de-
fect, and temperature variations. So why was CsI chosen
as the first subject, and what has it shown us?

CsI has a slow electron thermalization time because of
its low LO phonon frequency10. In common with other
alkali halide crystals and in contrast to most oxides and
semiconductors, holes in CsI are self-trapped. CsI:Tl
gained early application as a bright scintillator along with
NaI:Tl, and for many decades up to about the year 2000 it
held the record highest light yield among practical scin-
tillators. Undoped CsI is itself a useful fast scintilla-
tor, if not a bright one. Empirically, the proportionality
curve of CsI:Tl shares with other alkali halide crystals the
“halide hump”distinguishing them from almost all other
scintillators. This drew us to CsI for testing a model be-
cause the hump (actually the slope of light yield forming
its high energy flank) offers more of a challenge and dis-
tinction between materials than the ubiquitous roll-off of
light yield toward low electron energy. Furthermore re-
cent experimental demonstrations that low temperature
could eliminate the halide hump26 and that Tl doping
(or not) also influenced it made meaningful testing more
likely for what are otherwise fairly structureless experi-
mental proportionality curves. The properties just listed
may all be related, but it was not obvious how. One con-
clusion of this study is that they are indeed related, and
the results of modeling show how.

One additional aspect of CsI that led us to choose it for
this first study is that many of the needed rate and trans-
port coefficients for CsI have been measured or calcu-
lated. Even so, another general conclusion from this work

is that with so many rate, transport, and track structure
parameters needed in the coupled equations (1-7), it is
not reasonable to expect that one can for an arbitrary
material measure the 20 or more parameters accurately
enough to plug in and obtain the proportionality and
light yield directly. The very nature of a rate equation
model is that it states balanced competitions among var-
ious terms. A practical application of the model is likely
to be discovering the competitions that have the largest
effects on proportionality and light yield, e.g. outward
and inward radial electron currents in CsI, and secondary
competitions that affect the primaries. Then computa-
tional experiments of changing concentration, tempera-
ture, co-dopant, and defects can be studied as perturba-
tions on the working model for the material at hand.

Prior to the full model of Eqs. (1-7), we had applied
a simpler model consisting approximately of Eqs. (1-2)
for thermalized diffusion to look for general trends ver-
sus ambipolar diffusion coefficient in materials including
oxides, some semiconductors, and halides16. The basic
hypothesis of the earlier model was that larger ambipo-
lar diffusion coefficient would alleviate high density in the
track core and thus alleviate 2nd and 3nd order nonlin-
ear quenching that are considered the main cause of the
ubiquitous roll-off of light yield for low electron energies
(high excitation density)2. For the oxides and semicon-
ductors surveyed, the modeled “avoidance of nonlinear
quenching”correlated well with an experimental param-
eter representing a measure of proportionality16. But
the alkali halides including CsI:Tl lay well outside the
model trend.16 It was obvious that something essential
about the halides was being neglected. A conclusion
from the present study is that hot electron dispersal, re-
sultant separation from the positive charge of relatively
immobile self-trapped holes, and collection again of the
electrons toward the line charge formed by cooperating
STH clusters at linear spacing less than the approximate
mean radial distance to the ejected hot electrons (cor-
responding to energies less than about 200 keV) were
being neglected and should not have been. Now the sit-
uation turns again. While the earlier simplified model of
Eqs. (1-2) expressed only for thermalized carriers could
fit some trends among different oxide materials (includ-
ing YAP:Ce as one datum), the recent finding that differ-
ent samples of YAP:Ce (cerium-doped yttrium aluminum
perovskite) have quite different proportionality curves39

is beyond the finesse of the simple Eqs. (1-2). We expect
that the full set of Eqs. (1-7), or an extended set of 11
equations if another defect or dopant is involved, are gen-
eral enough to look at such cases in broader categories of
materials. Modeling of YAP:Ce for different concentra-
tion of Ce is underway. The general conclusion is that we
have a testable model which has already revealed useful
insights about the workings of recombination in the elec-
tron track environment of CsI for different temperatures
and doping, and can now be tried in more general classes
of scintillation materials.
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Appendix A: Origin of the 4.1-eV room temperature
luminescence in pure CsI

Nishimura et al36 and Belsky et al70 published nearly
simultaneous experimental studies with interpretive at-
tributions of the 4.1-eV (310-nm) fast intrinsic lumi-
nescence of CsI at room temperature. Nishimura et al
excited CsI by two-photon absorption of 3.18 eV laser
light, and plotted the intrinsic luminescence spectra, life-
time components, and integrated yield of the lifetime
and spectral components from 6 K up through 300 K.
They could identify known bands and lifetime compo-
nents of self-trapped excitons at the low temperatures
(below ∼ 126 K). Upon further analysis, they attributed
the 4.3- and 3.7-eV low-temperature luminescence bands
to on-center (Type I) and moderately off-center (Type
II) lattice configurations of the STE. Furthermore, sin-
glet and triplet lifetime components of each STE config-
uration were identified. Then Nishimura et al presented
analysis consistent with thermal equilibration of the on-
center and off-center STE configurations above ∼ 150 K
to produce a single main band at the new luminescence
energy of 4.1 eV, which persisted up to room temper-
ature and displayed a 15-ns lifetime. The 4.1-eV band
energy of the equilibrated populations is close to the 4.3-
eV energy of the pure Type I STE because the Type I
configuration has the strongest radiative transition rate
and represents the dominant radiative channel out of the
equilibrated STE population. The integrated intensity
of the 4.1 eV luminescence is diminished relative to inte-
grated intensity at lower temperature. In CsI, Nishimura
et al attributed the quenching tendency on approaching
room temperature to mobility of the STEs when in the
on-center configuration, such that they transfer energy
to impurity/defect centers including the surface. Specif-
ically, they compared their observation of the 4.1-eV
room-temperature luminescence using 6.36 eV excitation
by two-photon absorption with the finding of Kubota et
al71 that one-photon ultraviolet excitation in the near-
edge fundamental absorption at room temperature does

not excite 4.1 eV luminescence, and suggested that STE
diffusion to surface quenching centers is responsible. To
further support this interpretation, Nishimura et al com-
mented that they were unable to excite the 4.3- and 3.7-
eV STE bands with one-photon ultraviolet excitation at
temperatures above 160 K. Williams et al19 were able to
excite weak luminescence of CsI in the 4.1-eV range at
room temperature with 5.9-eV one-photon excitation by
high intensity subpicosecond pulses. The lifetime short-
ening to 1.4-ns rather than the 15-ns bulk lifetime was
attributed to the competing de-excitation route of sur-
face quenching, and the ability to see the one-photon
excited STE luminescence at room temperature was at-
tributed to saturation of the surface quenching centers
under intense subpicosecond excitation of 1018 to 1020

electron-hole pairs per cm319.

The publication of Belsky et al on fast intrinsic CsI
luminescence70 in the year preceding the publication of
Nishimura et al36 was apparently so close in time that
it did not receive comment in the Nishimura paper pub-
lished in the same journal. Belsky et al used tunable syn-
chrotron radiation to measure excitation spectra of the
4.1 eV luminescence in CsI at room temperature. Their
finding was that the 4.1 eV luminescence becomes mea-
sureable only for exciting photon energies above 20 eV.
They also displayed the fundamental absorption spec-
trum from 5 eV to 30 eV. The absorption coefficient
shows a monotonic and significant decrease starting from
16 eV and continuing up through the end of measure-
ments at 30 eV. Belsky et al interpreted the 20-eV exci-
tation threshold for appearance of 4.1 eV luminescence
at room temperature as evidence against its identification
with self-trapped exciton luminescence. They suggested
instead that the 4.1 eV luminescence comes from a tran-
sient defect or defect complex created by the excitation
photons.70

As noted earlier, Nishimura et al36 were able to excite
the 4.1-eV band with 6.36-eV excitation that penetrated
well below the surface due to its two-photon nature. If
one insists that the only difference in the two experi-
ments is the energy of the excitation (6.36 eV and >20
eV respectively), then we have a contradiction not just
between interpretations, but between experimental find-
ings. However, if the difference is depth of excitation
below the surface, then the two experiments might be
reconciled in principle. The relation of the experimental
findings of Belsky et al versus Nishimura et al could be
qualitatively the same as that between the experimental
findings of Kubota et al versus Nishimura et al, which
was already commented on in Ref. 36.

In summary, we have the situation that one of the main
luminescence bands whose contribution to scintillation
response is being modeled in this paper has two compet-
ing interpretive attributions dating from the same 1994-
95 time period and published in the same journal. For the
reasons outlined briefly above, particularly that 4.1-eV
fast intrinsic room-temperature luminescence of CsI has
been observed with 6.36-eV excitation36, and because the
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Nishimura equilibrating on-center/off-center STE model
provides a basis for analyzing temperature-dependent
radiative and nonradiative rate constants R1E(T) and
K1E(T) needed in the present modeling, we have adopted
the Nishimura et al STE model for fast intrinsic room-
temperature luminescence of CsI as the working hypoth-
esis for undoped CsI luminescence and scintillation in the
present work.

Appendix B: Measured gamma response of undoped
and Tl-doped CsI; Comparison to electron response.

As already pointed out, the model under study cal-
culates electron response, not gamma response. The
room temperature measurements used are Compton-
coincidence electron response but the 100 K data avail-
able so far are gamma response. For this reason we also
measured the gamma response of the undoped and Tl-
doped samples used for the room temperature curves.
Results are shown in Fig. 11. The upper pair of curves
in the figure compare the undoped electron response with
the undoped gamma results. This pair is offset 0.1 verti-
cally for display purposes. The results for the Tl-doped
sample’s electron response and gamma results are shown
in the lower curves, which are not offset. The final curve
(* symbols) shown with the lower group is the room tem-
perature gamma results for Tl-doped CsI extracted from
Moszynski et al.26. Before the offsets for display purposes
all data sets pass through the normalized value of 1.0 at
662 keV.
From Fig. 11 we see that the gamma response curve

resembles electron response, but the features (rises, falls,
humps) are shifted roughly 10 to 20 keV to higher gamma
energy compared to electron energy. This is expected be-
cause the gamma event can include multiple lower-energy
electrons from Compton scatter, as well as escape of some
scattered gammas.
With these things in mind an experimental electron re-

sponse curve at 100 K could be expected to occur some-
what to the left of the gamma response experiment shown
in Fig. 5.

Appendix C: Characterization of undoped CsI.

So-called pure CsI scintillator finds application at room
temperature because of its short decay time of about 15
ns, despite its low light output. This fast, intrinsic lu-
minescence is usually accompanied by some amount of
slower defect related emission. The fast signal emits in
a band near 310 nm in the ultraviolet (uv) and is at-
tributed to recombination of self-trapped excitons (STE)
in a thermally equilibrated population of on-center and
off-center STEs36. Slow signals occur in or near the vis-
ible (especially around 425 nm) and are associated with
defects in the crystal structure such as impurities or va-
cancies or combinations of these.41,42 The quality of the
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FIG. 11. (Color Online) Five room temperature CsI propor-
tionality curves are displayed. The lower one marked with
solid circles is the electron response of CsI(Tl) while the one
marked with solid diamonds is electron response of undoped
CsI after a 0.1 vertical offset to separate the display. Each is
accompanied by the measured gamma response of the same
sample with the undoped curve again offset by 0.1. The fifth
curve marked with * is the room temperature gamma response
curve for CsI(Tl) extracted from Moszynski et al.26

material is often specified by the fast to total lumines-
cence ratio. Another related indicator is the amount of
visible radio-luminescence compared to the 310 nm band
emission. Moszynski and colleagues published the ra-
dioluminescence spectra of their samples with Am-241
gamma excitation.

Radioluminescence of the undoped SGC sample in
this study was measured similarly using a Cary Eclipse
Fluorescence Spectrophotometer with the sample placed
against the entrance slit to the analysis section which
was opened to the maximum available width (5 nm pass
band) to increase signal level. To further improve sig-
nal, 20 scans were summed. In addition to radiolumi-
nescence, Decay time characteristics were also measured
to determine the fast to total ratio. We examined the
sample further by conducting impurity analysis and by
measuring optical absorption in the spectral range where
optically active trace impurities such as Tl would absorb.
We turn our attention first to the radioluminescence.

The lower three curves in Fig. 12 show results for
CsI(A) (solid circles) and CsI(B) (solid diamonds) from
Moszynski et al26 together with the spectrum (line) for
our undoped CsI sample labeled SGC. These are the same
data presented in Fig. 2 of the body of this paper but
plotted here vs. energy rather than wavelength to facil-
itate symmetric Gaussian band fitting. The SGC data
were shifted 5 nm so that the curve overlaps the CsI(B)
curve in the uv and all the data are recast for display
against photon energy. All the curves are normalized to
unity at the 4-eV band peak. The SGC line is noisy be-
cause the signal levels are low and the signal is reported
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in 1 nm increments.
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FIG. 12. (Color Online) The lower trio of curves, baseline
zero, display radioluminescence excited with Am-241 gammas
in undoped CsI at room temperature. The solid line labeled
SGC is the sample used in this work, the black curve marked
with solid circles is sample CsI(A), and the curve marked with
solid diamonds is sample CsI(B) whose proportionality is also
fit herein. The band-fitted curves are redisplayed with 0.75
and 1.5 signal offsets for band fit illustration (see text). Data
for samples CsI(A) and CsI(B) are extracted from Moszynski
et. al.26

The CsI(A) and CsI(B) curves are marked at energies
corresponding to the 10 nm steps reported in Ref. 26.
Samples CsI(A) and CsI(B) show the dominant STE UV
emission peaking at 4.0 eV and they show an additional
band sometimes ascribed to vacancies41,42 peaking near
3 eV but with differing heights relative to the UV band.
A single Gaussian band centered at 4.0 eV and another
centered at 2.95 eV account for the total emission of the
two samples as the fit curves in the middle of Fig. 12
demonstrate.

The curves at the top level in Fig. 12 show a Gaussian
three-band fit for CsI(SGC). The 4-eV band for the STE
uv emission and the 2.95-eV band attributed to defects
involving anion vacancies41,42 are the same in peak en-
ergy and width (0.75 eV FWHM) for all three samples.

The long-wavelength band at 2.32 eV (535 nm) has a
width of 0.65 eV. The small discrepancy near 2 eV is at-
tributed to second order spectrum from the 4-eV band.
A summary of the fit parameters is presented in Table IV
But extended effort to fit the response with such bands
is problematic because neither data set is corrected for
system response and both are known to be falling off into
the red. The PMT in the Cary Eclipse instrument has re-
sponse to 800 nm whereas the response of the XP2020Q
PMT used in Ref. 26 ends at about 600 nm.

TABLE IV. Table of band fit parameters Fig. 12

Peak Parameters STE UV Vacancy SGC Red

Center 4.0 eV 2.95 eV 2.32 eV

FWHM 0.73 eV 0.75 eV 0.65 eV

Peak Heights

UV 1.0

CsI(A) 0.30

CsI(B) 0.12

SGC Red 0.16 0.40

These fitting results suggest anion vacancy emissions
as a ratio to 4-eV STE emission of 0.12 for CsI(B), 0.16
for the CsI(SGC) sample and 0.30 for CsI(A). Supposing
that the area of the 4-eV and 3-eV emissions represent
fast and slow signals respectively, the fast to total ratios
can be calculated from the band areas as 76% for CsI(A),
a typical value, and 89% for CsI(B) an exceptionally good
value. For the SGC sample the result is 86% if only the
3-eV band is included in the slow signal but this drops
to 66% if both bands contribute to the slow signal.
Scintillation decay constants of CsI(SGC) were mea-

sured using the Bollinger-Thomas method.72 The decay
constants are 19.9 ns (74.0%) + 1.53 µs (26.0%), where
the numbers in parentheses are the fraction of total light
yield in the stated component. This leads to a fast to
total ratio of 74% which is typical for undoped CsI from
this source. In view of the discussion of band areas above,
the result also indicates that some of the long-wavelength
(535 nm) emission is included in the 1.53 µs slow com-
ponent. The estimate of 2.4 times more slow or vacancy
component in CsI(SGC) compared to CsI(B) mentioned
in the discussion of Table II is based on this comparison
of fast to total ratios (75% vs 88%).
Others investigating undoped CsI have come across red

emission reminiscent of that seen in sample SGC and
ascribe it to Tl contaminants present in manufacturing
facilities but without providing direct evidence.56 We too
considered this possibility. First, an impurity analysis
was performed with results summarized in Table V. The
table shows chemical analysis for 31 elements performed
by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) on a slice taken from one end of the sample. Only
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iron at 0.003% was detected. Tl was < 0.0005%. Sodium
was not tested.

TABLE V. Chemical analysis of the undoped CsI sample by
Inductively Coupled Plasma − Mass Spectrometry.

Elem Mol% Elem Mol% Elem Mol%

Ag <0.0005% Cu <0.0005% S <0.001%

Al <0.0005% Fe 0.003% Si <0.005%

As <0.005% K <0.005% Sr <0.0005%

B <0.0005% La <0.0005% Ti <0.0005%

Ba <0.0005% Li <0.0005% Tl <0.0005%

Be <0.0005% Mg <0.0005% V <0.005%

Bi <0.0005% Mn <0.0005% W <0.0005%

Ca <0.005% Mo <0.0005% Zn <0.0005%

Cd <0.0005% Ni <0.0005% Zr <0.0005%

Co <0.0005% P <0.005%

Cr <0.0005% Pb <0.0005%

Optical absorption was examined on the undoped CsI
sample to look further for evidence of impurities, with Tl
particularly in mind. A portion of the largely structure-
less spectrum is shown in Fig. 13 Appendix C.
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FIG. 13. Spectrum of the optical absorption coefficient (cm-1)
of the undoped CsI sample (SGC) at room temperature.

The hint of a small absorption band just below 300 nm
is estimated as 0.02 cm-1 above the baseline. Using data
of Gwin and Murray38 relating uv absorption to reported
Tl concentration of 20 ppm in one of their samples, we
estimate that an absorption coefficient of 0.02 cm-1 in the
SGC sample would correspond to about 0.1 ppm (0.00001
mole%) if it is attributable to Tl. As mentioned, others56

have attributed unintended luminescence around 535 nm
in nominally pure CsI to Tl contamination, but Hamada
et al65 have shown that Tl levels of 1 ppm do not lead to
this emission. The defects emitting at 425 nm and 535
nm, together with others that do not emit light, were ap-
proximated in our model as one deep trap whose capture
rate constant (proportional to concentration and cross
section) is treated as a fitting parameter.
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